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I. EXEc3JIVE SUM4MARY 

A. Introduction 

Concern about the overall slow progress of the irrigation 	component of the 
PDAI) promptedIntegrated Agricultural Development Project (French acronym-

the USAID Mission to Haiti in June 1983 to seek assistance in deciding whether 
to continue funding the Project. 

the Mission sent out a request for an evaluation team toSpecifically, 
examine the situation and make recommendations. The Mission's concern stemmed 
from the fact that Phase I of the Dubreuil irrigation system, involving some 
225 hectares, was not completed, even though a revised Project Paper had 

on all 925 hectares of the system would be completed byenvisioned that work 
September 1982. Furthermore, there seemed to be little evidence that the 

that the capacity of theProject's primary goal was being fulfilled -- namely, 

Ministry of Agriculture's Irrigation Service to develop and manage existing
 
and potential water systems throughout Haiti was being strengthened.
 

Though specific problems of Project implementation were bothering the 
Mission, broader questions also prevailed- Does irrigation make economic 

in a country such as Haiti? What is the feasibility of the Haitiansense 
Ministry of Agriculture adequately assisting irrigation projects in the 
future, and should AID continue to fund irrigation activities inHaiti? 

Thus, the team realized that although its main focus was on the PDAI 
irrigation component, the questions posed by this Project 	and how the team 
responded to these questions would perhaps have an impact 	on AID's future 
involvement in Haiti's irrigation sub-sector. 

The evaluation team, which conducted its study August 16 - September 10, 
1983, was made up of six persons, including three economists, an irrigation 
engineer, agronomist, and planner. on their first day, members of the team 
met with Ministry of Agriculture officials who told them that irrigation, in
 

the Ministry's view, is "une priorit6 prioritaire" -- a number one priority. 

Ministry of Agriculture officials conceded that a lot of mistakes had been 
made -- on the part of the Government of Haiti, as well as that of AID. But, 

they said, because a great many positive changes had occurred as a result of 
the Project, it would be wrong to terminate it now.
 

The scale of the original PDAI project was substantially reduced in 1979. 
A revised Project Paper called for a $22.6 million package, of which AID was 
to provide about 54 percent. The money, which would be used for three other 
Project components besides irrigation -- soil conservation, research and
 
extension, and administration -- would include $9.3 million in AID grant money
 
and $2.8 million in loans. The Government of Haiti would provide counterpart
 
funds totalling $10.5 million.
 

/ 
I, 
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With regard to irrigation, grant money was to be used for technical 
assistance, as well as long- and short-term training for Irrigation Service 
personnel. !,oan money would finance construction material costs, and 
counternart funds would cover labor costs. 

The revised Project was to corentrate on the Dubreuil irrigation system,
covering some 900 hectares in southwest Haiti, and the Jean Rabel systemi in 
northwest Haiti, covering 400 hectares. However, for reasons that now seem 
arbitrary, the plan to rehabilitate Jean Rabel was later scuttled. Similarly, 
some feasibility work was completed on the Thomazeau irrigation system in the 
Cul-de-Sac, from January to June 1981, but this sub-project was dropped.
Plans to rehabilitate the Damien irrigation system likewise were suspended. 

Instead, the Marigot irrigation system, in southeast Haiti, was to be 
rehabilitated. This system, covering 500 hectares, had been considerably
damaged in 1966 by Hurricane Ines. USAID later opted to concentrate on five 
smaller irrigation systems diverting water from the same river, in lieu of 
rehabilitating the larger single system as originally planmed. 

Work on the PDAI irrigation comporent did not really start until July
1981. Presently, topographic work has begun at MatAigot and has been completed
for one of the Marigot sub-projects (Belle Roche). Actual rehabilitation work 
has been in progress only at Dubreuil, where about 75 percent of the Phase I 
work has been completed. 

Slow progress has been the result of my Project stoppages, due primarily 
to interruptions in the availability of construction funds and Title I salary 
support. Work on the Project stopped almost totally between May and August 
1982 and again from December 1982 through June 1983. 

The Project is scheduled to terminate June 30, 1985. Remaining funds 
include about $1.2 million of AID loan money, about $122,000 of grant money 
for technical assistance, and about $35,000 grant money for training. 

In carrying out its study, the Evaluation Team made field trips to the 
Dubreuil, Marigot, Jean Rabel, Thomazeau and Damien irrigation systems. They
reviewed technical documents and met with more than 100 persons, ranging from 
farmers and district-level workers to Technical Assistance contractors and 
administrators at the Ministries of Agriculture and Plan, as well as at 
USAID/Haiti. At the conclusion of their evaluation, team members held 
meetings with USAID/Haiti personnel and Ministry of Agriculture officials to 
discuss their findings and to present their recommendations. 

The following issues are addressed in this report-

Engineering/Operational Assessment of Dubreuil Project--The technical 
soundness of the design and construction of the Dubreuil system, and the 
appropriateness of current provisions for an economically and 
institutionally sound water user district. 
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Agricultural Impacts of Dubreuil Irrigation--The expected impact in terms 
of yields, cropping patterns, animal production levels, agricultural input 
changes, etc., that will result from the Dubreuil irrigation project.
Also, the appropriateness of current complementary inputs in the form of 
supervised credit, improved seed varieties, fertilizer, chemicals, etc. 

Economic Analysis of Dubreuil Irrigation Project--The internal rate of 
return of the Dubreuil System, including the incremental rate of return of 
completing Phase II. 

Other PDAI Irrigation Systems--A review of the feasibility of 
rehabilitating other irrigation systems considered by the PDAI project. 

Institutional Analysis--The institutional capability of the Ministry of 
Agriculture to implement a continuing program of irrigation rehabilitation 
and support services. 

Technical Assistance--The need for Technical Assistance to the Ministry of 
Agriculture and the appropriateness of the current TA contractors. 
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B. Summary of Findings ahd Recommendations 

Section II - ENGINEERING/OPERATIONAL ASSESSMeNT OF DUBREJIL PROJECT 

Findings 

initiated in JulyRehabilitation of the Dubreuil irrigation system was 
1981 and was to have been completed in two years. Financial constraints have 

caused several delays. Construction is now in progress and Phase I, which is 
one third of the system, is expected to be completed byapproximately 

September 1983. 

The project is adequately designed and constructed and the Irrigation 
Service of DARNDR has a basic competent staff of young engineers who have 

gained experience on the project and have received some training through the 

PDAI 	Project.
 

Water User grouLs for the secondary and tertiary canals in Phase I have 
been formed and delivery schedules prepared by the engineer in charge of 

operation and maintenance (O&M) and on-farm water application. A Water Users 
the system has not been formed. WithoutAssociation capable of managing 


DArMDR supervision and financial support, proper O&M probably will not
 
continue after project completion. A legally constituted Water Users
 

fees 	isAssociation with authority to levy, collect, and utilize water 
essential.
 

Recommendations 

1. 	 The second phase of construction should be completed as quickly as 
possible using construction contracts. This will allow the use of 
both AID loan funds and GOH counterpart funds for any construction 
activities and remove the need for the simultaneous availability of 

This 	would also allow for contractors whoboth 	sources of funds. 
could bring to the project the needed outside expertise in addition 
to using local labor. 

2. 	 Water measuring devices should be incorporated in the lateral turnout 
structures in Phase II. 

3. 	 Proper water application and O&M are critical areas which need to be 
strengthened. The Irrigation Service should not focus solely on the 
construction or rehabilitation of irrigation systems. 

--	 Continued and increased recognition and attention should be 
given by the Irrigation Service and the Agricultural District to 
the iro::tance and need for educating farmers in water use and 
application. The O&M/Water Application engineer should continue 
the regular meetings with the ditch riders and water user groups 
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for extension in water application methods, with assistance from 
district animators and entension agents in cultural practices, 
use of other inputs, cropping patterns, etc. 

Increased pay should be given to the O&M/Water Application 
Engineer and other related staff to assure their continuing 
presence.
 

More technicians need training in water application at the 
Dubreuil project site to support and complement the current 
activities of the O&M/Water Application Engineer. Some new 
people, including extension agents, should be assigned so they 
can receive training and experience in this very important 
activity. Funds are available for eight more short term 
overseas training participants. These funds should focus on 
strengthening OEM and water application expertise of the field 
staff. 

A third ditch rider should be hired by DARNDR as planned to 
assist in the operation and maintenance of secondary and 
tertiary canals when both Phase I and II are finished and become 
operational. 

4. 	 Once regular consistent delivery of irrigation water is established 
in a system such as Dubreuil, the national irrigation tax ivnd Water 
Users Association fees should be set at a combined rate sufficient to 
cover all O&M costs. The combined rate should be set by the 
Irrigation Service for each system rehabilitated. Estimates of the 
full cost of irrigation O&M range between $60 and $150 per hectare 
per year. The national irrigation tax should cover all O&M expenses 
incurred by the Irrigation Service, including an estimated $20/ha to 
go into a national disaster fund to provide a central pool of money 
for repair of major disaster caused damage. 

5. 	 For systems such as Dubreuil, a bona-fide Water Users Association 
should be formed with the power to levy, collect and use water fees 
for maintenance and operation of the system, with technical 
assistance and supervision provided by the Irrigation Service. The 
fees collected should be sufficient to pay the salaries of the ditch 
riders, gate tenders, maintenance personnel, etc., and the cost of 
labor and materials for normal maintenance and repair. 

Section III - AGRICULTURAL IMPACTS OF DUBPRMIL IRRIGATION 

Findings 

Moisture availability indices, based on 75 percent probability of rainfall 
and potential evapotranspiration indicate that crops in the Dubreuil project 
area will be subjected to considerable moisture stress. Crop yields could be 
expected to increase by two times, or more, as water is provided at the proper 
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time. Reduced risks associated with irrigation will induce farmers to adopt 
fertilizer andmodern technological packages including high-yield seeds, 


insecticides. Farmers will increase plantings of high value, short growing
 
cycle cash crops such as beans and tobacco. A relatively large reduction in 

cane would be expected.the area planted to sorghum and sugar 

Recomuendations 

Research programs to evaluate crop response to irrigation and the1. 
economic influence of irrigation on small farm cropping systems 
should be developed. 

2. 	 The Texas A&M University/Haiti Program should develop complete 
packages of technological practices through adaptive research on 
high-yielding varieties, fertilization, pest control and soil and 

This 	research effort should be continued until PACD.crop 	management. 

3. 	 Support should be provided for existing seed production and 
processing facilities and the establishment of additional facilities. 

4. 	 The Extension Service must concentrate on priority targets like newly 
Work 	plans should be specific, contain quantifiableirrigated lands. 

to achieve the transition fromobjectives and indicate methods 

traditional to modern farming practices within five years.
 

the benefits ofDemonstration plots should be used to show the farmer 
adopting appropriate technologies as well as upgrading the Extension 
agent's capabilities. 

5. 	 Adequate complementary inputs such as credit, fertilizer and 
pesticides should be provided by the government or the private sector 
should be encouraged to increase its role. 

IRRIGATION PRCWELTSection IV - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF DUBREXIL 

Findings 

The costs and benefits of the Dubreuil irrigation project are estimated 
a twenty year period. Total project costs are estimated to be $2.2over 

million and include direct construction costs of $1 million and TA costs of 
The internal rate of$900,000. Phase II is estimated to cost $1.5 million. 

return of the total Dubreuil system and the incremental rate of return for
 
completing Phase II are sufficiently high under a variety of assumptions to
 
confirm the project's economic soundness. However, management and financial
 
delays which slow project implmentation result in significantly lower 
estimated rates of return. Completion of Phase II is justified only if these 

in the future.financial and administrative delays are substantially reduced 
a lack of attention to operation and maintenance (O&M) andFurthermore, 

watershed protection activities reduces the expected life of the project and 
the internal rates of return. 
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Recommendations 

1. Phase II of Dubreuil should be completed if a normal rate of 
If, on the other hand, substantialimplementation appears probable. 
the project becomes uneconomic anddelays are envisioned to continue, 


should not be coumpleted.
 

Major emaasis at Dubreuil should be placed on O&M activities.2. 

Proper maintenance of the system is essential for the economic
 
viability of the system.
 

3. Reforestation investments in the Acul watershed should receive high 
This would not only extend the expected life of thepriority. 

project, but would increase the availability of river flow for 
irrigation in the dry seasons. 

Section V - OTHER PDAI IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 

Findings 

Moisture availability indices based on 75 percent probability of rainfall 
and potential evapotranspiration, indicate that crops will be subject to 
considerable moisture stress during four months of the year at Marigot and 
nine months at Thomazeau if no irrigation water were available. In Jean 

Rabel, there is moisture stress year around. Significant crop yield increases 
can be expected by the provision of adequate irrigation water at appropriate 
tisis. 

Annual net revenue increases attributable to irrigation at Marigot are 
to be similar to those found at Dubreuil. Revenue increases atestimated 

to be considerably higher. Based onThomazeau and Jean Rabel are expected 
rough cost estimates, the annual net revenue increases per $1,000 invested 
were estimated for each of the projects. These estimates suggest that all of 
the projects considered are economically feasible. 

Recommendation 

Based on the detailed economic analysis of the Dubreuil system and the
 
foregoing ccmparative analysis of the Marigot, Jean Rabel, Thomazeau, and
 

appears advisable to proceed with all of them eventually.Damien systems, it 
Because of the availability of topographic and design information, emphasis 
should be placed on Marigot and Thomazeau, for which the most engineering time 

to completion as rapidly ashas already been spent. Marigot should be pushed 
Careful and detailed analysis of the comparative costs and benefitspossible. is selectedof the two alternative Marigot systems should be made before one 


for construction. The Damien research farm system should also receive
 
priority for early rehabilitation. Joan Rabel will need a reevaluation of the 
diversion structure location. 
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Section VI: INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS 

Findings 

Three main institutional constraints appear to be haqpering smooth 
implementation of the PDAI project. They are: 

1. Lack of Proper Aministrative and Financial Control - Although the
 

Irrigation Service has a reasonable level of technical competence, serious
 
have 	hampered Project implemntation. Anshortcomings in PDAI management 

absence of clearly defined responsibilities for the Project at DIRNDR resulted 
in Project Implementation Letters (PILs) for release of loan money not being 
initiated as needed, contributing to later PDAI financial problems. 
Inadequate control over finances in the past was manifest in the large numbers 

of employees paid under the Project and in the use of PDAI funds for general 

DARNDR operations not related to the Project. 

2. Lack of Resources - A basic shortage of funds for other DARNDR 
activities has contributed to unauthorized use of PDAI funds. This, in turn, 
has caused the Ministry of Plan, which allocates Title I money for the 
Project, to take corrective action and withhold counterpart funds. Thus, a 
vicious circle is in place where Project mismanagement, due partly to a 
general shortage of funds, leads to further constriction of Title I fundirvj 
for the Proj#:-.. 

3. Lack of CamL-d,!ai "tion - An example of inadequate communicatio, be,,eei 

the MiniT.'.-- 4 , ?I'jriculture and Plan is the evaluation team's observation 

that PDAI off,.cials at DARNDR do not seem to have a clear understanding of 

doctuentation procedur':.i ,-.',d by the Ministry of Plan. One source of 

disagreement on PDAI funding needs could stem from the fact that the Ministry 

of Plan relies on PDAI bank statements to assess PDAI F-i..ndbial needs, while
 

DARNDR depends on its accrual accounting system.
 

The future success of the Project will depend on a commitment by the
 

Ministry of Agriculture to adhere to Project budgets and funding regulations.
 

At the same time, AID should support the Irrigation Service to ensure that it
 

can effectively carry out its responsiLbilities and that improvements in
 

irrigation systems will be longlasting.
 

ecommendations
 

1. 	 Loan money for turn-key contracts should be used to a greater extent 

for field construction work to reduce reliance on the joint 

availability of AID loan and Title I funds and to help ensure that 
future work stoppages do not occur due to a lack of GOH counterpart
 

funds for field construction labor costs. Increased use of contracts
 

will 	not only lead to more effective use of all Project funds, but
 

will 	also ensure to a greater extent that the loan money is
 

effectively and fully utilized by the Project's completion date.
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2. 	 The Ministry of Agriculture should make a strong commitment, at all 
to the PDAI budget and funding regulations so thatlevels, to adhere 

it oasy re-establish its credibility. In doing so, DARNDR will reduce 
the l i kelihood of future interruption of GOH counterpart funds 
because cf irregularities in the Project's financial management. 

is consideredThe implementation of these two recomendations 
critical to the smooth functioning of the Project in the future. To 

measuresfacilitate their implementation, the following are suggested

3. 	 A strong, full-time director/coordinator is needed for the PDAI 
project to provide the nece-ssary leadership and close supervision of 
day-to-day Project operations. This director/coordinator should not 
have other responsibilities, and thus should be able to devote his 
full attention to the PDAI project. In addition, an internal DARNDR 
proposal that calls for a Coordinating Council for the PDAI appears 
to have merit and should be pursued further. 

4. 	 The Ministry of Agriculture and AID should jointly monitor and manage 
Project loan funds. The PDAI Director/Coordinator at DARNDR and the 

AID Project Manager should meet on a monthly basis as part of their 
functions to review the status of loan disbursementsjoint management 

and verify that funds are spent in such a way that reimbursement will 
be possible. Furthermore, responsibility for the preparation of 
technical and financial information necessary for initiaion and 
processing of PILs should be firmly established at the Ministry of 
Agriculture so there is no question that this function will be 
carried out as needed. 

5. 	 The Ministry of Agriculture and AID should jointly manage Title I 
funds. Project-related financial and management information reviewed 

a monthly basis by DARNDR and AD Project management shouldon 
include all PDAI financial accounting records, payrolls, job 
descriptions and fund allocations. 

6. 	 AID should consult regularly with the Ministry of Plan regarding the 
amount and timing of Title I disbursements to the PDAI project. AID 
should further work to ensure that Ministry of Plan standards and 

areprerequisites for Title I disbursements applied consistently 
among AD-financed projects. 

7. 	 Title I funds should be used to a greater extent to support salaries 
of field personnel, and to further efforts already underway by DARNDR 
to concentrate more Project funds outside Port-au-Prince. 

8. 	 AID should encourage representatives from the Ministries of Plan and 
Agriculture (especially middle-level officials knowledgeable about 
day-to-day Project operations) to meet to resolve current problems of 
insufficient documentation provided by DARNDR to the Ministry of Plan. 
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9. 	 The Ministry of Plan, DARNDR and AID should address the need for 
Operations & Maintenance (O&M) funds for other irrigation systems in 
Haiti. The pressure on Irrigation Service Personnel to use PDAI 
funds for non-authorized expenditures is heightened when other 
irrigation systems in the country do not have basic O&M funds. 

10. 	 Means to simplify the current procedures for checks drawn on the PDAI 
Master Account (Account No. 799) should be sought. If simplification 
of this system appears infeasible, then funds allocated to the 
Revolving Fund (Account No 829-G) should be sufficiently increased to 

allow for the smooth flow of funds for day-to-day operations. In 
addition, district-level financial needs should be provided in 
monthly, or preferably quarterly, disbursements, reducing lengthy 
delays in approval and disbursement of individual checks drawn on the 
bank account at Les Cayes. Districts should ideally be given more 
autonomy in financial management and decision-making. 

11. 	 PDAI administrators who adhere to regulations involving the use of 
PDAI funds and who, in the process, take stances that are unpopular 
with other DARNDR officials, should receive the full backing and 
support of AID. 

Section VII - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Findings 

Technical assistance to the irrigation component of the PDAI has been 
provided by contract with Sheladia and Associates, beginning in January 1980 
and continuing to the present. Approximately 170 person months of expertise 
have been provided in project management, design, construction, operation and 
maintenance, hydrology and on-farm water application. 

Overall results and accomplishments of the TA have been much less than 
should be expected. Responsibility for this must be shared by Sheladia, USAID 
and GOH, since it resulted in large part from untimely arrival of the 
technicians, lack of support facilities, counterpart personnel, and 
construction funds. The current TA is provided by two resident engineers, one 
in design and construction, and one in operations and maintenance. 

Recommendations 

1. 	For continuity and to provide assistance to the Irrigation Service 
staff who are now in a better position to effectively utilize 
technical assistance than at any other time inthe life of the 
project, the same two experts should be retained until the PACD if 
funds allow. 



2. 	 The TA should locate its offices at Damien and become an integral 
working part of the Irrigation Service, reporting to its chief. 

3. 	 The GOH should provide several qualified counterparts to work with 
each member of the TA team so as to make more effective use of this 
cmstly, but needed resource. 



II. ENGINEERTNG/OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF DUBREUIL PROJECT
 

A. Introduction 

According to various sources about 140,000 ha were irrigated in Haiti 

during the colonial period. Present estimates are that only about half that 

amount is being irrigated, and those with a very low efficiency. Much of this 

loss in irrigat;ed area has been due to lack of maintenance, damage from heavy 

rains ar-. hurricanes and sedimentation from increased runoff and erosion due 

to deforestation and increased farming on the steep slopes ot the watersheds. 

DARNDR officials state that irrigation is their number one priority. 
However, based on the limited budget allocations to the Irrigation Service, 

the priority status of irrigation is questionable. A tax ot approximately 

$1.40/ha is collected on the irrigated areas by the GOH, a substantial 

proportion of which is supposed to go to the Irrigation Service to maintain 
the various irrigation systems around the country. In fact very little, 

sometimes none, of this money collected is ever disbursed to the Irrigation 
Service for maintenance activities. 

Given the amounts of annual rainfall in Haiti, it may appear that 

irrigation is not needed nor economically feasible. A casual observation of 

the average rainfalls in some areas might lead to this conclusion. However, 

in terms of agricultural produuLicn; average values are not very meaningful 

because of the extreme annual variations from the means that can occur in 

tropical climates. 

Hargreaves and Samani (2) analyzed rainfall records for several stations 

in Haiti to determine the 75 percent probability of rainfall occurence and 

compared it with the potential evapotransj ration to determine rainfall 

adequacy for crop production. They define the moisture availability index, 

MAI, as the 75 percent probability of rainfall occurence, PD, divided by the 

potential evapotranspiration, ETP[ MAI= PD . Generally, MAI values of 0.33 

or less mean that rainfed agriculture will not be profitable and values of
 

0.75 or less indicate that without irrigation yields may be limited due to 

lack of moisture availability. This relationship will be discussed further 
for the individual systems. 

The project paper for the PDAI project identified four irrigation systems 

to be rehabilitated under the irrigation component of the project. These were 

selected from those for which feasibility studies were completed (3, 5) and 

those included in pre-feasibility studies by the J. G. White Engineering 
Company in 1976 (1). Of these systems, Dubreuil is the only one where actual 
rehabilitation work has begun under PDAI. 

B. Dubreuil System 

The Dubreuil irrigation system is located in the Cayes plain on the 

southern peninsula of Haiti. It diverts water from the Acul River to irrigate 
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(ECI) reportan estimated 1100 ha of land. The Engineering Consultants Inc. 
from the Acul River was used for irrigation by the(3) states that the water 

Since the first diversion dam wasFrench settlers long before 1745. 
the project has been restored many times, including aconstructed in 1761, 

The 1975 SCI report contemplated repairs to themajor rehabilitation in 1962. 
km long and lateralsondiversion dam, repairs the main canal of about 10 

totalling 35 kin, construction of proportional weirs and lining of sixteen km 
initiatedof laterals. The J. G. White Engineering Corporation of New York 

on August 12,
construction work of the rehabilitation of the Dubreuil system 

1976 (6) and completed the major rehabilitation activities on the diversion 
PDAI Dubreuil project activities were notdam and the main canal. The 

initiated until mid 1981.
 

divided into two phases consisting ofCurrently the project is 
phase 2. Of this total areaapproximately 300 ha in phase 1 and 800 ha in 

the first and second phases,225 ha and 700 ha will be irrigated insome 
respectively.
 

and consistedThe current construction efforts were started January 1982, 
on the main canal, repair of diversion damof cleaning and maintenance work 

rock wall for downstream river bankand head works, and construction of a 
consists of rehabilitation and in someprotection. Work in the phase 1 area 

laterals and the construction of tertiarycases construction of secondary 
canals with required water control structures. Progress to date has been slow 

both AID loan funds for contracts and
due to delays in the release of funds, 
materials and GOH counterpart funds for construction labor. A target date of 

September 30, 1983, has been set for completing Phase I. While this may be 

the project has been moving at an acceptable rate since July 1983,optimistic, 
to lack of funds.after having stopped for 6 to 8 months due 

to be adequately designed and constructed. InIn general the works appear 
seemmany cases the turnout structures to the tertiary canals larger than 

lined approach and exit sections of the secondary earth necessary with long 
no gates in any of these structures but plans call forcanal. There are 

It may be difficult to make theseinstallation of wooden slide gates. 

watertight.
 

the lack ofAnother deficiency observed in the design of the system was 
water management in the any measuring devices. Much emphasis is placed on 

water is to be able to measure it.project and an essential part of managing 

The main canal and most of the secondary laterals follow land slopes that
 

to reduce the canal grade. These drop structuresrequire drop structures 
measurement by incorporating a weircould be effectively utilized for water 

While the completed structures can be retro
notch into the over-flow section. 

it would be better to incorporate it as the structure isfitted with a weir, 
built, with perhaps some slight modifications of the size and shape of the 

the standard conditions for weir flow measurement. Thisstructure to meet 
at the head of each lateral as a minimum.should be done in Phase II 


Anditional measurements at intermediate points on the longer laterals would
 

also be useful.
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According to the Engineering Consultants Report (3) an average flow of 1.7 
m3 /sec is available during the period Nov - April. There is some indication 
that minimum flows may be less than that. A gaging station with water level 
recorder hag been established upstream from the diversion dam to monitor river 
flows. Some adjustments may have to be made in planting dates to make maximum 

thus reducing irrigation wateruse of rainfall during the growing season, 

requirements in order to stretch the available water supply as the total
 
project area comes into operation.
 

give MAI values for the Cayes plain as follows-Hargreaves and Samani (2) 

Jan. Feb. March Arpil May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
.45 .33 .82 1.36 .76 .63 .90 1.08 1.57 .74 .18
.36 

The MI values of 1.36 and 1.57 for May and October indicate the need for 

drainage during these months. Drainage is provided for in the project plans 
to be combined with on-farm cultural practices such asand will probably have 

planting on raised beds or furrows to assure that yields are not reduced by 
excess soil moisture in these periods. 

seven months out of the year indicate theMAI values of 0.76 or less for 
need for irrigation to avoid yields limited by lack of availability of soil 

Of all the systems under consideration for rehabilitation under themoisture. 
Dubreuil has the highest average MI and thus the least potential forPDAI, 

increased yields to irrigation. 

thisSubstantial amounts of both AID and G0H funds have been spent on 
project and progress to date has been disappointing. Presently construction 
is progressing satisfactorily towards completion of Phase I. There are 
trained, experienced personnel on the job and plans and designs are ready for 

Phase II. Priority should be given to vigorously pursuing and completing 
as rapidly as possible. This will require that the same experiencedDubreuil 

personnel be retained, funding is released in a timely manner and that 
technical assistance is also available. 

&Motherarea of concern, of course, is the oreration and maintenance of 
the system once it is completed. Presently there is one engineer who has 
worked with the water applications TA, has received off-shore training and 
acquired some experience at Dubreuil. He appears capable, but this expertise 
is only one man deep in the Irrigation Service. His pay is low and thus it's 
probable that he will eventually be lost to a better paying job thereby 
leaving the project with zero inO&M. DARNDR should try to avoid this by 

increasing the incentive to stay, particularly by a major salary increase. 
Junior people, agronomists and engineers should be assigned to work with him
 

for training and experience. 

C. Water User Associations 

The purpose of this section is to assess the appropriateness of current
 
provisions for an economically and institutionally sound water user
 

not only properly allocates water but also technically and
association, which 

financially provides for the maintenance of the Dubreuil irrigation system.
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1. Present Status 

Control of water for irrigation in the Les Cayes area is the 
The Water Controllerresponsibility of the Agricultural District Office. 

works under the supervision of the Agricultural District Engineer. The Water 
Controller' s duties include

1) Prepare tax rolls of irrigated areas for the Bureau of Contributions 
2) Verify tax payment 
3) Supervise water distribution by the ditch riders 
4) In case of non payment of tax, see that the ditch rider does not 

deliver water to that property 
5) Prepare notices when canal cleaning is required 
6) Report any changes in land areas or ownership 
7) Prepare water distribution schedules in collaboration with the 

District Engineer 
8) inspect systems to see that they remain in good functional condition 

responsible for approximatelyPresently, in the Les Cayes area, he is 
13,000 ha covered by som 15 systems. He supervises four ditch riders and 
three dam and gate tenders - a virtually impossible job since he has no 
transportation. Therefore much of the responsibility falls to the ditch 

ariders. The water controller, ditch riders and gate tenders all receive 
salary from DARNDR. 

Maintenance is sorely lacking in most systems due to insufficient funds. 
from land owners at rates ofA tax on irrigated land is presently collected 

$1.40 to $2.00 per ha. These revenues, which amount to approximately $200,000 
per year nationally, go to the national treasury. From there the Ministry of 
Plan is supposed to distribute approximately 80 percent to the Irrigation 
Service of DARNDR for maintenance of the irrigation systems in the country. 
In fact, the funds available to the Irrigation Service in recent years have 
been much less than this. For example in FY 83 it received no money. It is 

in FY 84. These funds are supposed to coverreportedly budgeted for $60,000 
materials and contract labor for all maintenance of the irrigation systems in 
the country. Based on the DARNDR estimates of 70,000 ha of irrigated land, 
this allows less than $1/ha/year for operation and maintenance, which is
 
totally inadequate. Under the present regulations, the irrigation tax payers
 

for the taxes paid, partly because the tax is soessentially receive nothing 
low and partly due to the manner in which the tax is utilizd. 

In the Ias Cayes area, the District office received $1000 this past year 
for maintenance. This was used on the Avzac system on which there had been no 
maintenance for four years. Thus, at the district level, as well as the 

the O&M funds are far short of what is needed to keep thenational level, 
irrigation systems functioning. 

to levy water userThere are same entities in Haiti that have the power 
fees for lands within their boundaries and retain these funds for operation 
and maintenance. The ODVA collects $11/ha from its users and the ODPG collects 
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its own fees for fuel used to pump irrigation water. Special legislation and 
required to establish this type of. organization ata presidential decree are 

present. 

2. Dubreuil 

Typically, there are no formal water user organizations as such in Haiti. 
Existing rural organizations are usually community councils which are not 
specifically organized for irrigation. The earlier work done by J. G. White 
and ECI stressed the importance of assisting in the formation of a viable, 
legally constituted, autonomous irrigation District for the Dubreuil area, but 
there is no evidence of any water user groups in the project area prior to the 
pres#nt rehabilitation. 

a. Tchnical Assistance in Water Application 

Tchnical assistance in the formation of water user groups and water 
an on-farm water management specialist ofapplication was provided by 

the technical assistance contractor from March 1980 to March 1983. 
He began working on the Dubreuil system in July 1981. He provided 
one and & half years of technical assistarne and training to a water 

lecturer in the Faculty of Agriculture.applications engineer and a 
Because of the delays in construction, this on-farm specialist 
arrived too early in the project to effectively carry out his 
responsibilities in water application. It was difficult to try to 
train irrigation technicians, and prepare training programs for 
farmers on land preparation, irrigation practices, irrigation 
schedules and drainage requirements when no water was being 
delivered. A Manual of Water Application was prepared by the 
specialist which includes sections covering on-farm irrigation 
specialist duties and responsibilities, resource inventory and 
planning, water users associations, and water management on small 
farms. The manml is written in English, with a French translation 
currently being prepared. Since the departure of water management 

there is one DARNDR engineer responsiblespecialist in March 1981, 
for system operation and maintenance, on-farm water application and 
hydrology. 

b. Description of Water User Groups and Supporting District Personnel 

One water user group (groupement d'usagers) per secondary canal is 
usersplanned for the Dubreuil irrigation system. At present, water 

groups have been organized for the nine secondary canals in Phase I 
of the project. When both Phase I and II have been completed there 
will be nineteen of these water user groups. Eaca water user group 
has elected one leader, one assistant and one counselor. There are 
20-75 mn--mbers per water user group. 

Plans also call for one users group per each tertiary canal 	in the 
are nowDubreuil project, some of which have been formed and others 

being organized. There will be an estimated 28-30 tertiary groups 

'V 
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an elected leader. Thefor Phase I. Each tertiary group will have 

leaders and members of the tertiary groups are all memibers of the 
users group. Men the Dubreuil system is

associated secondary water 
groups are expected to take over operationcompleted, the water user 

and maintenance (O&M) activities on the laterals under the 
Application Engineer. The

supervision an] guidance of the O&M/Water 
leaders of the tertiary groups will be the tertiary gate tenders. 

These gates will be operated according to the schedule which was 

prepared by the O&M/Water Application engineer and the on-farm water 

Wen the Dubreuil system has been completed,management specialist. 

the plan is for simultaneous operation of the secondary canals. The
 

will be rotated among the tertiary canals served by eachwater 
some of the secondary lateralsecondary. During periods of low flow 

gates will be closed on a rotation basis to ensure adecuate flow for 
the laterals receiving water. Eventually each water user will have a 

name of the zone, the secondarycard which indicates the user's name, 
to which the usercanal (lateral) number, the tertiary canal number 
and the amount ofbelongs, the time schedule for water for the user, 

These cards will help the users and theirrigable land of the user. 
district personnel allocate and distribute the water more efficiently 

and equitably. 

Because of the small size of land holdings in the Dubreuil project, 
even under thethe water user organizations under each lateral and 

tertiary canals involve a substantial number of individuals. A block 
rotational irrigation delivery is proposed where the schedule will be 

posted, perhaps at each lateral. This will require formal 
organization and perhaps district personnel intervention. This has
 

not been tried in Haiti before. Problems can be anticipated
 
particularly in the initial phases of project operation.
 

The O&MWater Application engineer has responsibility for overseeing, 
controlling, training and assisting the water user groups. The
 
following observations on a water users meeting held during one of
 
the team's field visits are included as evidence of an effective 
organization beginning to emerge under the leadership of the engineer. 
The engineer encouraged the group to elect one leader for each of the 
tertiary canals in the zone. He described to the users general water 
application principles emphasizing the need for correct land
 

the water
preparation, including land levelling and furrowing; 

requireients of different crops; the variations in root depth; and
 

the importance of regular irrigation schedules. The meeting also
 
provided the opportunity for a number of sensitive questions to be
 

For example, during theopenly discussed and resolved by the group. 
tertiary canal to be locatedmeeting one of the users asked for a 

his land at which point a number of the other users complainednear 
The argument was resolvedthat he was asking for special favors. 

It was pointed out thatimmediately with the approval of the users. 
the special request could not be satisfied due to the topography and 

alignment of the proposed tertiary canal location. 
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users at a designatedA follow-up meeting was scheduled for the water 
demonstration plot -o that the engineer could show them some of these 
principles. The Agricultural Development Society (SAD, a small group 

of 7-15 farmers with similar economic interests) rents this selected 
used for extension and researchdemonstration plot. These plots are 

purposes as well as for demonstrating water application principles. 
The SAD purchases all inputs and retains any yield and/or profit from 

sold, decidesthe demonstration plot. After the harvest is the SAD 
whether or not to continue renting the demonstration plot. Each of 

the other secondary water user groups will have a SAD plot to 
as well as other generaldemonstrate water application practices 

agricultural practices. 

The O&Mater Application engineer also has responsibility over one 
gate tender, two ditch riders, and four ditch cleaners. The 

gate tender and ditch riders are paid by DARNDR[ the ditchengineer, 
The gate tender for the maincleaners are paid by the PDAI project. 

gate at the diversion works also supervises the ditch cleaners who 
the main canal, as well asare responsible for cleaning and repairing 

atmaintaining the access roads adjacent to it. The arangement 
Dubreuil is somewhat different from the usual in that the ditch 
riders and gate tender are under the supervision of the O&M engineer. 

areThe ditch riders are the secondary canal gate tenders. They 
responsible for inspecting the secondary and tertiary canals for 
cleaning needs, signs of water stealing and evidence of illegal 
canals, vandalism, and animals that are tied too closely to the 
secondary and the tertiary earth canals where they can damage the 
canal and/or structures. 

use andThere are two control mechanisms for insuring proper water 

minimizing water abuse. If the ditch riders find any of the 

above-mentioned water abuse problems, they report this to the 
a fine. Thedistrict water controller who can issue a citation with 

ditch rider delivers the fine citation to the offender. The offender 

must either go to Torbek and pay the fine to the Bureau of 
a casesContributions or face imprisonment. There have been few of 

fines being collected.citations being issued to offenders and 

A second water control mechanism which can be used by the ditch 

riders for water use abuses is withholding water from an entire
 

tertiary canal. This exerts tremendous peer pressure on the single
 
offender since a water cut off also punishes neighboring water
 

The potential negative reaction of these neighboring water
users. 
users is a big disincentive to water abuse by a single user. 

irrigationThe Bureau of Contributions in Les Cayes levies an annual 
tax of $2.40/ha on 980 hectares and an estimated 1098 farms in the 
Dubreuil project area. There are various estimates of tax collection 

to be about 75 percent. Other than the impositionrates but it seems 
of a possible citation and fine, there is little incentive for owners 
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to pay the irrigation tax since they generally do not receive any
direct benefit from it. Tax collecting is further hampered by lack 
of cadastral surveys and updated ownership information. 

Presently water users do not contribute labor for operation and 
maintenance of the secondary and tertiary canals since the Dubreuil 
system has not been completed and there is no regular water 
delivery. The farmers indicated their willingness to maintain the 
system and the technicians believe that with training and supervision 
in water application methods and operation and maintenance, the 
farmers would accept the responsibility for operating and maintaining
the secondary and tertiary systems. Since they already pay an 
irrigation tax, the farmers at the water users meeting said they
would contribute labor, but probably not money for main irrigation 
system repai:s. 

3. 	 Overall Assessment of Water User Organization Economic and
 
Institutional Soundness
 

The current and proposed set-up of the secondary and tertiary groups is 
institutionally appropriate for irrigation system maintenance. However,
organization for the overall project is lacking. The ability to operate and 
maintain the Dubreuil system, as with others, is subject to apparently
arbitrary decisions by the Ministry of Plan as to the propor-icn of the 
already inadequate tdx collection it passes on to the Irrigation Service. 

There are ozj many demands on the capabilities of this service due to the large
number or systems in the country in need of maintenance work that the 
resources are further diluted. %bat is needed is a legally constituted Water 
Users Association with an elected Board of Directors with the power to levy,
collect and use fees for 11he operation and maintenance of the irrigation and 
drainage works within thE project boundries. The association would need the 
continued technical assistance of the O&M/Water Application Engineer for the 
supervision and training of the ditch riders and the gate tender and support
in water application activities, operation and maintenance and scheduling.
The engineer would be paid for at the national level within the Irrigation
Service but the other personnel would be employees of the Association. 

Establishment of this type of organization would require a change in the 
present law or a Presidential decree and special legislation. In order to 
finance its operation the fee would have to be raised substantially. This 
should be acceptable to the farmers if they can see the local benefits and be 
assured of a dependable water supply. They are willing to invest in 
irrigation at their level because they realize its benefits as demonstrated by 
a recent example in the Jacmel Agricultural District. A group of approximately 
25 farmers, who have been paying an annual tax of $3.90/ha, collected $300 
among themselves, brought it to the Distict office for materials and asked the 
District Engineer for technical assistance to repair their irrigation system.
These farmers, recognizing the value of irrigation and realizing that they 
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were not going to receive any benefit from the irrigation tax they had been 
paying, were willing to spend additional money to get their system back in 
operation. 

There are no plans for training additional personnel in water application 
principles. only the O6kM/ater Application engineer has received technical 
assistance and training in O&M and general :,rater application principies. It 

to anis possible that this engineer could leave the Dubreuil project due 
inadequate salary which is paid irregularly by DARNDR. If this happened, there 
is no one else at the project site who understands water application methods 
and how to properly supervise the water master, ditch riders, and ditch 
cleaners for the main canal, and to organize and supervise the water user 
groups. 

D. Recommendations 

1. 	 The second phase of construction should be completed as quickly as 
possible using construction contracts. This will allow the use of 
both AID loan funds and G)H counterpart funds for any construction 
activities and remove the need for the simultaneous availability of 
both sources of funds. This would also allow for contractors who 
could bring to the project the nc-xd outside expertise in addition 
to using local labor.
 

2. 	 Water measuring devices should be incorporated in the lateral turnout 
structures in Phase II. 

3. 	 Proper water application and O&M are critical areas which need to be 
strengthened. The Irrigation Service should not focus solely on the 
construction or rehabilitation of irrigation systems. 

Continued and increased recognition and attention should be 
given by the Irrigation Service and the Agricultural District to 
the importance and need for educating farmers in water use and 
application. The O&MWater Application engineer should continue 
the regular meetings with the ditch riders and water user groups 
for extension in water application methods, with assistance from 
district animators and extension agents in cultural practices, 
use of other inputs, cropping patterns, etc. 

Increased pay should be given to the O&M/Water Application 
Engineer and other related staff to assure their continuing 
presence. 

More 	 technicians need training in water application at the 
Dubreuil project site to support and complement the current 
activities of the O&M/Water Application Engineer. Some new 
people, including extension agents, should be assigned so they 
can receive training and experience in this very important 
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activity. Funds are available for eight more short term 
overseas training participants. The use of these funds should 
focus on strengthening O&M and water application expertise of 
the field staff.
 

A third ditch rider shruld be hired by DARNDR as planned to
 
assist in the operation and maintenance of secondary and 
tertiary canals when both Phase I and II are finished and become 
operational.
 

4. 	 Once regular consistent delivery of irrigation water is established 
in a system such as Dubreuil, the national irrigation tax and Water 
Users Association fees should be set at a combined rab sufficient to 
cover all O&M costs. The combined rate should be set by the 
Irrigation Service for each system rehabilitated. Estimates of the 
full cost of irrigation O&M range between $60 and $150 per hectare 
per year. The national irrigation tax should cover all O&M expenses 
incurred by the Irrigation Service, inuluding an estimated $20/ha to 
go into a national disaster fund to provide a central pool of money 
for repair of major disaster caused damage. 

5. 	 For systems such as Dubreuil, a bona-fide Water Users Association 
should be formed with the power to levy, collect and use water fees 
for maintenance and operation of the system, with technical 
assistance and supervision provided by the Irrigation Service. The 
fees collected should be sufficient to pay the salaries of the ditch 
riders, gate tenders, maintenance personnel, etc., and the cost of 
labor and materials for normal maintenance and repair. 
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III. AGRICULTURAL IMPACTS OF DUBREUIL IRRIGATION PRJE 

A. Agronomic Situation 

The temperature is strikingly uniform throughout the year with an average
 

of 250C. This favors year round production of crops. Data from Les Cayes
 
During the period from November to
show a mean annual rainfall of 2035mm. 


March there is the least rainfall with only 492mm in total or 98a/month.
 

This is extremely low. Rainfall patterns tend to be rather erratic from year
 

Ecessive rainfall is likely to occur during May, September and
 to year. 

Mean annual relative humidity is around 80%. Evaporation varies
October. 


Mean daily sol3r radiation is 432

between 140)mn in October to 210m in March. 

cal cm -2day -1. Estimated potential evapotranspiration is around
 

ll3nmmonth, with high values of over 130mm in July and August and low values
 

of 98amn in November through February. Potential evapotranspiration is higher
 

than rainfall during part of the year (3,12).
 

The Moisture Availability Index (MAI), mentioned earlier, ranges from 0.18
 
According to
in December to 1.57 in October; annual mean value is .77. 


MAI value of 0.33 or less for one month during
a
Hargreaves and Samani (12), 

They further
the crop growing season isconsidered to be a "danger signal". 


indicate that "ifthe average MAI value for the crop growing season is 
less
 

than 0.50 then the use of fertilizer may not be economical". In the Les Cayes
 

region, MAI values approach or fall below 0.50 in December, January, February
 

and March, as shown in the KI index.
 

The majority of the soils ot the plains and valleys are probably Mollisols
 

with well developed diagnostic horizons; others are Inceptisols where no
 

genetic horizons can be recognized, that oiiginate from alluvium (1,13,23).
 

They are mostly loams, clay foams and clays. Epanding lattice minerals
 
They are generally open, porous, friable,
predominate in the clay fraction. 


perneable and well-drained except for the compact clays with heavy subsoils
 

(50% clay) of the bottm lands which are imperfectly drained. Data on the
 
The following values were
physical prL,)erties of the soils are meager. 


obtained for the uppermost 56 cm of a dark clayey soil in the lower area of
 

Dubreuil (23):
 

Value
Property 


1.1
Bulk density, gm/cc 


52.0
Water held at 1/3 bar, % 


32.0
Water held at 15 bar, % 


Soil-water held at tensions between 1/3 and 15 bar isconsidered to be
 

available to plants. This soil, therefore, can hold enough moisture in the
 

upper 56 cm where most of the roots develop. In total, down to a 153 cm
 

I 
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depth, it can hold 53 cm of soil-water that is available to plants. Soil pH 
values are between 7 and 8. Cation exchange capacity values are at around 30 
to 40 meq/100g of soil in the upper 45 to 60 cm layers (23). This indicates 
that the soils have a rather high inherent fertility. The organic matter 
content of the soils is high, (probably 4%or more) and they appear to be well 
supplied with phosphorus, potassium and other nutrients. They are rich in 
calcium (more than 20 meq/100 of soil). They respond to nitrogen fertiliza
tion. Their productivity depends largely on rainfall and irrigation. When 
they receive water and nitrogen fertilizer, they are likely to produce heavy 
crops. 

Field examination of several soil profiles down to 90cm revealed good root 
penetration. This depth will suffice since most of the roots --- 60 to 75%--
of the crops grown are generally confined to the upper 15 to 30cm of soil. 
The exception is pigeonpeas which could reach lower depths with their vigorous 
root system. Water and fertilizer requirements for pigeonpeas are low since 
they can tap lower layers of the soil profile. 

In general, soil conditions are suitable, or can be made more favorable 
through irrigation and adequate management, for food crops production. 

Most of the soils in the lowlands have few limitations that restrict their 
use and can be irrigated by gravity systems. They are suited to a wide range
 
of crops and may be used safely. They are level or nearly level, the erosion
 
hazard is low and they are easy to cultivate. In the lowlands with heavy
 
subsoils, drainage must be provided.
 

B. Cropping Patterns
 

In the nearly level land to gently sloping areas of the project area, 
subsistence farming is the major enterprise. The main crops are corn, grain 
sorghum, beans, sweetpotatoes, plantains, bananas, pigeonpeas, dasheens, 
cassava, sugarcane and rice. With the exception of rice and dasheens, which 
require very wet conditions during most of their growing cycle, many of the 
crops are grown in associations, i.e., corn and pigeonpeas, bananas and 
pigeonpeas, and others. 

The farming calendar for food crops in the Dubreuil Development Project is 
strongly influenced by rainfall distribution in the area. Two distinct 
planting periods are evident: February to March and September to October. 

Corn is usually planted in February and March; harvested in June and 
July. Sorghum isplanted inAugust and September and harvested inJanuary and
 
February. More sloping and steep adjacent areas are used for growing vetiver, 
fruits and forage; however corn and other clean cultivated crops are also 
grown on steep slopes. Rugged areas are devoted to poorly managed woodlands 
and because of rampant deforestation, erosion has become a major problem. 
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Three of the five zones of the Dubreuil Development Area can be 
irrigated: Bellaie, Ducis and Dubreuil. The steep relief of the other two -

Caiman and Platon - do not permit irrigation. 

corn; and inThe predominant crop in Bellabe is sugarcane; in Ducis, 
In 1982, corn and sorghum occupied 33% of theDubreuil, sweetpotatoes. 

Bellabe; 57% in Ducis; and 50% in Dubreuil. Sweetpotato occupiedcropland in 
35% of the cropland in Dubreuil; and 12% in Bellabe. Sweetpotatoes were 

planted in Ducis in limited amounts. Beans were planted on 15% of the 

cropland in Bellabe; 28% in Ducis; and 7% in Dubreuil. Sugarcane accounts for 

28% of the cropland in Bellabe, but only insignificant amounts were grown in 
was devoted to tobaccoDucis and Dubreuil. Nearly 5%of the cropland in Ducis 

(22). 

C. Actual Crop Yields 

Several studies have observed the agricultural practices of the farmers in 

the is Cayes plains. Table III-1 shows differences in yields of major crops 

grown in the Les Cayes Plain, based on data obtained during a survey in 1975, 
appropriateboth under traditional practices without irrigation and under 

technology with irrigation (28). 

Yield increases attributable to irrigation with the use of appropriate 

technology are dramatic. There was a fourfold increase in yields of the first 
was crop of sugarcane when appropriate technology together with irrigation 

used. This is a sizeable increase that dramatizes the need to replace 

traditional technology with mo,:e appropriate technology and irrigation. Good 

yields were sustained through the succeeding four sugarcane crops. 

use of appropriateCorn yields increased more than threefold through the 
moretectmology and irrigation. Sweetpotato yields increased than 160% with 

appropriate technology and irrigation. In the case of the red beans, less
 
since in both cases the crop received
dramatic differences were observed 

irrigation. Obviously,fertilizer and pesticides and the only variable was 
there was sufficient soil moisture available (from rainfall) for the bean crop 

which has a very short growing cycle. 

Rice yields were more than doubled by effective water control and appro

priate technology.
 

The 1981-82 results obtained by CIMMYT 1 and Texas A&M/Haiti confirm the
 

impact of technology on crop yields. The replicated experiments and further
 
tests done by CIMMYT clearly indicate that applications of
verification 

80kg/ha of nitrogen fertilizer are conducive to increased corn yields. A 
to the use of introduced corn varieties of high-yieldingwell-defined response 

potential is also evident (Table 111-2). 

Dr. Michael Yates, Personal communication, Les Cayes, August 23, 1983.
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Table IllI-. Crops yields in the Les Cayes Plain 
with and without irrigation / 

Yields, kg/ha 
With appropriateCrop With traditional 

technolology and no irrigation 2/ technology ar.. irrigation 3/ 

30000 120000 4/sugarcane (First crop) 
3000
800
Corn 

2000Sorghum 750 
1500Red beans 635 5_/ 

Rice §/ 1200 2700
 
6000
Sweetpotatoes 2250 

I/ Enquete et D4monstration Agricole dans la peninsule Sud: Haiti UN, FAO, 

1975. 

2/ Using local varieties, no fertilizer, no pesticides and 
no irrigation
 

except if otherwise indicated in footnotes. 

Using high-yielding varieties, fertilizer, pesticides and irrigation.
 

4/ Yields of succeeding ratoon crops: 2nd crop, 110,000; 3rd crop, 90,000;
 

4th crop, 80,000; 5th crop, 60,000tons/ha.
 

/ The red bean crop received fertilizer and pesticides, but no irrigation. 

6/ with traditional technology, water application was not controlled; with 

Uppropriate technology there was good water control. 
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first column of Table 111-3 shows actual yields under traditionalThe 
farming systems. The second column shows average actual yields using 
appropriate technology and irrigation as found in the Les Cayes area. 
Irrigation, which reduces the risk of investing in modern inputs, induces 
farmers to use some of the appropriate inputs. However, they tend to be 
sub-optimally used. The third column shows potential yields that could be 

realized provided that high-yielding varieties, irrigation and improved 
technologies were optimally used. Potential yields are only estimates, 
although realistic, of what could happen if the Dubreuil Irrigation System 

farmers adopted better farming techniques.were rehabilitated and if 

Using improved technology and irrigation, corn yields can be expected to 

increase fivefold; beans, sweetpotatoes and sugarcane yields, twofold; sorghum 
yields, fourfold; rice and pigeonpeas yields, threefold. Based on research 
station yield levels, potential increases should be as follows: corn, 
sevenfold; beano, and sweetpotatoes, threefold; pigeonpeas and sugarcane, 
fourfold; rice, fivefold.
 

As high as the potential yields might seem, they are really conservative 
estimates in view of achievements already attained by farmers who use high
yielding varieties and improved technologies (28). The results from CIMMT 
corn variety and agronomic trials and verification tests at Ies Cayes and of 

the research findings of the Texas A&M/Haiti team (26) further confirm this 
view. 

Yields of 120000 kg/ha of sugarcane, 1500 kg/ha of beans and 6000 kg/ha of
 
Les Cayes, under irrigation and
sweetpotatoes have been already obtained in 

using appropriate technology, as revealed by the 1975 UN-FAO survey (28). 
Yields of more than 4000 kg/ha of corn have been obtained in farmers' fields 
in various parts of Haiti planting La M~quina and other improved varieties 
under irrigation and good management. 

high as 4000 and 5000/ha of grain sorghum have been obtained -Yields as 

using selected varieties, fertilizer, pesticides and irrigadion. Rice yields
 

of 5000-6000 kg/ha are also possible with appropriate technology and good
 

water control when improved varieties are grown instead of the local Madame 
Gougousse which yields only 1500-3000 kg/ha. Cassava yields of more than 
20000 kg/ha have been obtained by using irrigation and fertilizer when 
improved varieties were harvested at 8 to 10 months of age (26). 

COwpeas and soybeans, as well as pigeonpeas, are legume crops that can fix 

sizeable amounts of nitrogen from the atmosphere to satisfy their own needs 
and even to provide nitrogen for succeeding crops in a rotation or to other 
crops grown in association with them. Yields of cowpeas of 2000-3000 kg/ha 
have been obtained in Haiti (25). 

Tobacco is a cash crop that, given adequate conditions, could produce as 
much as 1700 kg/ha of marketable leaves with irrigation and the use of
 

fertilizers and pesticides (23).
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Table 111-2. Mean yields of 10 corn varieties at two levels of 

nitrogen fertilization, Les Cayes, Haiti, 1982 i/ 

Mean yields at indicated levels 
of nitrogen fertilizer 2_/Variety 

0 80 kg/ha Increaser % 

60
2.18 3.49
Tocumen 7926 
 26
2.18 2.75
Chicken Corn 

Poza Rica 7827 2.23 3.53 58
 

La Maquina 7827 2.24 3.48 55
 

Poza Rica 7931 1.64 2.87 75
 
68Across 7728 2.05 3.45 
70
La Maquina 7928 2.14 3.64 

26
Poza Rica 7926 2.57 3.24 

36


Sete Lagoas 7728 2.40 3.26 


Les Anglais 1.98 3.17 60
 

M. 1982. Segundo
_W Magloire, E.; Pierlus, R.; Fleurantin, G.; and Yates, 
Fase en la Evaluacion de Variedades de Maiz (Zea mays) en la RePgion 

de Les
 

Cayes, Haiti; Unpublished report.
 

g/ Ead value represents the mean of 5 locations 
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Table 111-3. Actual crop yields with traditional practices and expected 
crop yields with irrigation and appropriate levels of 

technology at the Dubreuil Project Area. 

Yields, kg/ha 1,2,3/ 
Crop cycle, Actual, traditional Actual, appropriate Potential, appropriate 

Crop days practices and no technology and technology and 
irrigation irrigation irrigation
 

Corn 120-150 800 4000 6000 
Beans 80 670 1500 2000 
Sorghum 100 750 3000 5000 
Rice 90-140 1200 4000 6000 
Pigeonpeas 235 600 2000 2500 
Copeas 60-90 - 2000 3000 
Soybeans 80-100 - 1500 000 
Sweetpotatces 135-150 2250 5300 6000 
Cassava 300 4000 6000 10000 
Tobacco 90-120 - 1200 1700 
Sugarcane •365 30000 70000 120000 
Irish potatoes 75 - - 12000 

I/ Actual yields of corn, beans, sorghum, rice, sweez-Vtir.oes and sugarcane taken from UN-FAO, 1975, 
Enquite et Dmonstration Agricole dans la Peninsule Sud, Haiti (28). For other crops, taken from Texas 
ASM/Haiti 1981 and 1982 Annual Reports (25,26) and from Hargreaves and Samani (12). 

2/ Yields of corn, beans, sorghum, rice, sweetpotatoes and sugarcane taken from reference 28; for 
other crops are taken or adapted from references 12, 25, 26 and 28. 

3/ Potential or near maximum yields, are adapted or taken from references 12,25,26 and 28. They are 
based on the use of irrigation and the adoption of improved technologies 
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Table 111-4. mean 	yields of corn varieties under favorable 
and unfavorable soil moisture I/ 

Yields, kg/ha (ear weights) 
With favorable soil With insufficientVariety 

moisture 	 soil moisture 

5658 	 1941
Tocumen 7926 

3262 	 1532Chicken Corn 
5306 	 1911
 poza Rica 7927 

5647 	 1542
La Maquina 7827 

4583 	 1467Poza Rica 7931 

5796 	 1856Across 7728 
5733 	 1978
La Maquina 7928 

5189 	 1983Poza Rica 7926 
6029 	 1687
Sete Lagos 7728 
5640 	 1590Les Anglais 

Annual Report, Integrated Agricultural Development_W Texas A&M/Haiti, 1982. 
project, Research and Extention Component, for 1982 
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The data in table 111-4 show that, under favorable soil moisture 
conditions, eight out of ten corn varieties produced between 5000 and 6000 
kg/ha, which is approximately 2000 kg more than the yield of the local Chicken 
Corn. The other local variety -- Les Anglais -- produced well with favorable 
soil moisture conditions. Yields of La Maquina 7827 and La Maquina 7928 were 
more than 60%higher than yields of Chicken Corn (26). 

With a reliable irrigation system, the number of crops with a celatively 
short growing cycle could be increased per year. The following tabulation 
shows the number of crops that could be grown safely per year and that fit 
within the normal cropping pattern when irrigation is available: 

Crop and growing cycle, days Number/yr 

Corn, 120-150 2 
Beans, 80 2-3 
Sorghum, 100 2-3 
Rice, 90-120 2-3 

To obtain more than one crop/yr, improved varieties should be used. The 
exception is the local rice variety, Madame Gougousse, which can produce 2-3 
crops per year, but yie'ds are much lower than those which can be obtained 
from improved varieties. Local varieties of sorghum differ greatly in length 
of maturity and probably only one crop per year could be harvested. 

D. Egoected Changes in Land Use 

Table 111-5 presents data on non-irrigated land use at Dubreuil, based on 
studies recently ccmpleted by Taylor (22). Corn is planted in 26% of the 
land; beans, in 16%; sorghum, in 22%; sugarcane, in 8%f tobacco, in 2%; rice, 
in 2%; and sweetpotato/cassava, in 15%. Other crops are planted in 9% of the 
land. No major changes in land use patterns have occured in recent years. 

It is anticipated that with a reliable irrigation system farmers will 
gradually switch to high value, short growing cycle cash crops. It is likely 
that beans will be grown on 25% of the area and tobacco on 10%. A large 
reduction in the area planted to sorghum and sugarcane, 50%and 75% (on basis 
of the current land use), respectively, could be expected. These are 
significant changes. 

It is further expected that with the expected switch to high value cash 
crops there will be a reduction in forage production (less sorghum and less 
sugarcane). With less available forage for livestock, no increases in the 
number of animals a. likely to occur. This conflicts with the conclusions 
derived in the 1975 Engineering Consultants, Inc. Report (3). They projected 
substantial increases in the number of animals as a result of the 
rehabilitation of the Dubreuil Irrigation System. 
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Table 111-5. Current Non-Irrigated and Expected Irrigated 
Land Use at Dubreuil ,/ 

Land use, ha 

Current Ebcpected 
crop ton-Irrigated Irrigated 

26%
26% 

Corn 25%
16% 

Beans 10%
2% 

Tobacco 10%
22% 

Sorghum 2%
8% 

Sugarcane 2%
2% 

Rice 16%15%
Sweetpotatoes/Cassava 100% 
Others 


Integrated Aricultural Developmenfl.o lt
Annual eport,Texas AUVMiti, 1983. 

for 1982.
oject, Research and Extension Ccronent, 

C,
 



E. Availability of Complementary Inputs
 

Ingeneral, ithas been demonstrated in many areas, including tropical
 

countries in the Caribbean, that planting high-yielding varieties, at the
 

correct time and spacing, under appropriate soil and crop management
 

techniques, including fertilization and pest control, is essential to fully
 

realize their productive potential. As far as possible, a complete package of
 

technological practices must be used, including irrigation, to maximize
 
The omission of a single practice may be disastrous.
production potentials. 


yields if not fertilized
The best of varieties would not produce near maximu 


and watered as required, if pests are not controlled on time, and if not
 
Isolated
planted at the appropriate season and at the optimum plant density. 


practices, like the use of a good variety but under stress due to constraints
 

in the water regime and/or the nutrient availability, produce sub-optimal
 

yields. 

1. Seeds
 

Farmers of the Dubreuil area use local low-yielding varieties of crops.
 

a strong need for good quality seeds of high yielding variety. There
There is 

are only two seed processing facilities in Haiti: one processed about 200 mt
 

of rice seed for distribution in 1983; the other had processed about 100mt/yr
 

of corn, but is not currently in operation. Additional seed processing
 
The Texas A&M/Haiti team should be encouraged
facilities are needed in Haiti. 


in their efforts to launch a seed multiplication program. The program
 

suffered serious setbacks attributable to inadequate irrigation and other
 

factors. The Texas A&M/Haiti team emphasizes the need to carefully choose
 

cooperators and closely supervise seed multiplication fields, to consider
 

consumers preferences and to carefully plan seed production and distribution
 

operations (26).
 

2. Fertilizers and Pesticides
 

The use of fertilizers and pesticides is limited to the more progressive
 
Even these farmers do not use fertilizers
farmers in lands under irrigation. 


at the required rates for adequate crop production. Pesticides are used only 

when damage is evident and probably irreversible. The GOH provides a limited
 
The private sector could probably
supply of fertilizer at subsidized prices. 


supply all the required fertilizer as well as pesticides.
 

3. Credit
 

The "Banque de Credit de l'Agriculture" (BCA) provides limited credit to
 

finance farming operations. loans are available through bona fide farmers
 
These associations must meet very
associations and no colateral is required. 


IDAI also provides production
strict qualifications in order to be eligible. 

credit.
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4. Extension Service 

The Extension Services staff in the Dubreuil Area is responsible to the 
ins Cayes District Agronomist, the Extension Head Agronomist based in Les 
Cayes and the PDAI Project Director based in the Dubreuil office. At a 
seminar for project animateurs, extension agents and moniteurs held in Ducis 
in 1982, there were 26 men who were identified as field technicians for the 
Dubreuil Project. 

There appears to be a difference in the type of work expected from an 
extension agent (vulgarizator) and an animateur. The vulgarizator plans and 

Theconducts field demonstrations where improved technologies are used. 

animateurs stimulate farmers through training sessions, seminars and personal 
in the field, they appear to beassistance. In observing the people at work 

equally qualified to do either job. They are well known and respected by the 
a past history of useful assistance. Theyfarmers, which implies contact and 

are willing to work long hours day after day. 

The major problem seems to be a lack of transportation to expand their 
area of influence. Presently, they travel almost exclusively on foot, but 
occasionally ride on trucks. only a few of the men have bicycles. Bicycles 
could be very useful for transeortation in the Project area. 

The existing infrastructure should be able to facilitate the quick 
dissemination of new technologies as they are developed by research and 

The extension personnel should participate inon-farm verification trials. 

the on-farm verification trials to increase their knowledge, competence and
 
credibility.
 

Appropriate technologies, including selected seeds of high-yielding 
varieties, use of pesticides, plant population density and others are likely 
to be accepted by the farmers in Les Cayes and elsewhere in Haiti only if: 

(1) 	 irrigation is available when needed. 

(2) 	 farmers are convinced that it is indeed worthwhile to adopt them. 
This means that the extension worker shoald offer the farmer guidance 
and advice and provide pertinent education. The extension worker 
must be careful not to dictate to the farmer. Extension cannot hope 
to succeed without the farmer's complete confidence and trust. 

It is necessary to concentrate efforts on clearly selected priority 
targets so as not to scatter the extremely limited human resources. Work 
plans must be specific and contain quantifiable objectives to be accomplished 
together with the specific methods to be used and the activities to be 
undertaken to achieve these goals. There must be a continuous updating and 
upgrading process for extensic-n personnel through on-the-job training, 
reading, familiarity with on-going research or verification trials, collection 
and analysis of data, teaching and training of farmers. 
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t. the farmers. One limitation to theTehnologies mist be made relevant 
-)o not view them as really pertinent.adoption of technologies is that farmerb 

The method of extending technologies to farmers must make sense, must be 
adapted and suited to them (culturally, socially, educationally and 
economically). 

Demonstration plots are a valuable tool in the use of improved farming 
technologies. They allow the farmer to evaluate the tedmologies in his own 
community. They also reduce the farmers suspicions as to the influence of 
external factors not availble to him. 

5. Soil conservation 

Soil conservation measures in the upper Acul Watershed are essential 
,ccm-onents of any long-term integrated plan for 	strengthening agriculture in 

Much has been ,ritten aboutthe area of influence of the Dubreuil Project. 
the devastating soil erosion and deterioration of watersheds in Haiti due to 

the increased agricultural activities on the steeper slopes and the use of 
trees for charcoal production. 

This, of course, affects irrigation in that it increases runoff and the 
sediment load during storms, thus subjecting the systems to flooding and/or 
siltation. It also decreases the base flow of the streams during dry periods 
when irrigation water supply is most critical. Soil conservation efforts 
should continue in the watersheds where irrigation projects are located. 

to help hillsideExtension activities and subsidies will likely be required 
farmers adopt needed conservation practices and cropping pattern changes until 
adequate income flows are generated from ecologically sound hillside crops. 

from yam plantingsData from Jamaica show soil losses of 179 t/ha per year 
on steep slopes under traditional cultivation. The losses were reduced to 
43 t/ha with continuous contour mounds and a grass buffer strip. Under the 
gradient, rainfall and cropping pattern conditions obtained during the period, 

in 12 1/2the upper 15 cm soil layer would have been lost 	in the first case 
years whereas 52 years would be required to sustain a similar loss if the land 
is prepared in mounds interrupLed at appropriate intervals with a grass buffer 
strip (33). 

6. research 

a. Soil Sury 

There is hardly any reliable information on the soils within the 
Dubreuil Project Development Area. A survey should be conducted 
using the U.S. Soil Taxonomy system as done by Louis et al for the 
mountainous area of the Aul Watershed (15). Soils should be mapped 
and data on soil properties collected by field examination of the 
soils and determined by laboratory tests. 
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Soils should be described morphologically and information recorded as 
to depth and boundary of each horizon, color, texture, structure, 
consistence, and other significant properties. The U.S. Soil 
Conservation Service, Caribbean Office, has a group of experienced 
soil scientists that recently completed a detailed soil survey of 
Puerto Rico. They are now training soil surveyors in the Dominican 
republic. Perhaps arrangements could be made to undertake a similar 
mission in Haiti. Laboratory determinations should include particle 
size distribution, bulk density, hydraulic conductivity and water 
retention at various tensions. The most relevant chemical data 
relates to pH, organic matter content, cation exchange capacity, 
exchangeable cations, electrical conductivity, and available 
nitrates, phosphoric acid and potash. Laboratory work could be done 
at Damien 

The mapping and collecting of data on soils of the Dubreuil 
Irrigation Project Development Area is basic to accurately plan and 
develop possible alternate new cropping systems and to evaluate soil 
management practices and crop performance. This is essential to 
transfer information from one site to another. 

b. Adaptive research 

Texas A&M University, through a contract with GOH and AID, has the 
responsibility for the research and extension component of PDXI. The 
objective of the work is to increase food crop production levels and 
improve the economic situation of small farmers. The 
highly-qualified 5-person team working together with its Haitian 
counterparts, under the leadership of Mr. Robert L. Cheaney, is 
making excellent progress. The results of on-going evaluation of 
improved varieties of cereals, legumes and starchy food cro-.- under 
appropriate levels of technology, of the Texas A&M/Haiti team can be 
far reaching (25,26). One of the member3 of the Texas A&M staff is 
stationed on Les Cayes. 

The CIDMT team at Les Cayes is doing an excellent job of determining 
how to maximize crop yields in the Duoreuil Project Development 
Area. Their work with high yielding corn varieties, nitrogen and 
phosphorus ferLilization and plant population densities must be 
commended. This work should be expanded to invlude other crops of 
potential value in the area. Since CDflr4 programs are rather 
restricted in scope, DARMDR should assume more responsibility for the 
add4 tional work need, in close cooperation with the University of 
Haiti College of hgriculture and Veterinary Medicine. The 
participation of the University of Haiti in the research program 
should be further encouraged. The recent work of Nader (18), on the 
performance of corn grown under varying water regimes before and 
after flowering, exemplifies how faculty and students can become more 
effectively involved in joint research programs with DARNDR. 
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The research program must be geared towards devising ways to increase 
yields and quality of traditional Haitian crops and to introduce, 
adapt and evaluate new crops of economic potential and high-yielding 
varieties of crop plants. The development of packages of appropriate 
technologies to maximize crop potential is essential. The packages 
must include such components as fertilization; nematode, insect, 
disease and weed control; population density; time of planting; and 
crop sequences. Irrigation and drainage are essential components of 
these packages. Irrigation studies should be concerned with water 

of water that should be applied,requirements of crops, amounts 
timing, and frequency of irrigations. 

The on-going program of introduction and evaluation of high-yielding 
varieties and development of appropriate technologies under local 
conditions must be continued and strengthened. There is a wealth of 
knowledge on crops and crops management in the Caribbean. A large 
amount of information can be obtained from various institutions in 

area.the Caribbean tbhit could be adapted to the project These 
technologies could be further refined and adjusted to local 
conditions at a relatively low cost. CIMYT inMexico, INRA at the
 

French West Indies, the Unive-sity of the West Indies and the
 
Caribbean Agricultural Research and Development Institute (with
 
extensive programs throughout the English-speaking Caribbean), CATIE 
at Costa Rica, CIAT at Colombia, and the University of Puerto Rico 

that can provide(Mayaguez Campus) are some of the research centers 
valuable plant material and information applicable to the Dubreuil 
Area. Under semi tropical conditions in Puerto Rico, packages of 
technological practices have been developed and are continuously
 
being updated for the production of beans, rice, corn, sugarcane and
 
many other crops. Pubications describing this research are readily 
available (4,5,6,7,8,10). Linkages with these institutions must be
 

further strengthened. 

Major production constraints must be identified as a basis to 
determine research priorities. The economic imp ct of irrigation and 
improved technologies should be addressed. 

Research efforts and coordination at the national level in Haiti can 
be expected to improve under the leadership of Mr. Lionel Richard, 
Head of CRDA. The research staff must be encouraged to join 
professional organizations such as the Caribbean Food Crops Society. 
The results of carefully planned and executed research should be 
published in Haiti or in outside journals. The policy of the 
Bulletin Agricole should be changed to provide space for scientific 
and technical articles. In addition, "Tropical Agriculture", 
published by the University of the West Indies, and the Journal of 
Agriculture of the University of Puerto Rico, would accept good 
quality manuscripts from Haitian scientists if written in English. A 

encoupolicy of encouraging research publication efforts would be 

raging to staff members involved in research.
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7. Traininq 

An essential feature of any program geared to improve agriculture in Les
 
whole is the upgrading of human resources. Under the
Cayes and in Haiti as a 


current PDAI/AMU program not only are young agronomists being trained in
 

research and extension techniques in Haiti, but several have been selected and
 

sent for short-term specialized training at various international centers and
 

Some of the centers where Haitian agronomists and
universities abroad. 

engineers have been sent are CIMMYT and ICRISAT in Mexico, IITA in Nigeria,
 

CIAT in Colombia, Texas A&M University, the International Irrigatioi Canter 
at
 

Utah State University, and Southwest Louisiana State University. Other
 

centers that should be considered are the University of Puerto Rico (Mayaguez
 
The similarity of
Campus) and the University of the West Indies at Trinidad. 


the tropical environment that prevails at Puerto Rico and Trinidad, mainly as
 
more 	meaningful training.
to climate, soils, and crops, would make for a 


for irrigated agriculture should be developed
In-service training progras 

and adapted to the conditions prevailing at Les Cayes.
 

F. Recommendations 

1. Research programs should be developed to evaluate crop response to 

irrigation and the economic influence of irrigation on small farm
 

cropping systems.
 

2. 	The Texas A&M University/Haiti Program should develop complete
 

pacKages of technological practices through adaptive research cn
 

high-yielding varieties, fertilization, pest control and soil and
 
This 	research effort should be continued until PACD.
 crop 	management. 


Support should be provided for existing seed production and
3. 	
processing facilities and the establishment of additional facilities.
 

4. 	The Extension Service should concentrate on priority targets like
 

newly irrigated lands. Work plans should be specific, contain
 

quantifiable objectives and indicate methods to achieve the
 

transition from traditional to rodern farming practices within five
 

years. Demonstration plots should be used to show the farmer the
 

benefits of adopting appropriate technologies as well as upgrading
 
the Extension agent's capabilities.
 

5. 	Adequate complementary inputs such as credit, fertilizer and
 
",aent or the private sector
pesticides should be provided by the gc 


should be encouraged to increase its rol .
 

4V/ 
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IV. ECDNOMIC ANALYSIS OF DUBREJIL IRRIGATION PROJECT 

A. Introduction 

to analyze the economic soundness of the
The purpose of this section is 

are
PDAI Dubreuil irrigation project. The project's costs and benefits 

over a twenty year period. The internal rate of return of the total
estimated 

rate of return for completing Phase II are
Dubreuil system and the incremental 

a variety of assumptions
estimated. These rates are sufficiently high under 

HO ver, management
to confirm the economic soundness of the Dubreuil system. 

and financial delays which slow project implementation sigii' icantly lower the 

estimated rates of return. Completion of Phase II is justit *donly if these 

financial and management delays are significantly reduced in the future. 

O&M and watershed protection activities are essential for the
Futhermore, 
continued operation of the project. If these preventative maintenance 

are not carried forth at the required levels, the expected project
activities 

the project's internal rate of return.
life is significantly reduced, as is 

The economic analysis of the Dubreuil irrigation system focuses on the 
incomes of farmers at the project site. The

project's goal of improving 
are discussed in other sections.

institution building aspects of the project 

largely rehabilitated by
Ite Dubreuil diversion dam and main canal were 

rehabilitation work
J.G. White Engineering in the late 1970's. While some 

the bulk of the PDAI Dubreuil project has been directed at
remaii."d, 
increasing the number of hectares irrigated. The project 	is expected to 

increase total hectares irrigated from 300 to 925. Phase 	I will add an 

estimated 135 hectares, while completion of Phase II would add 490 hectares. 

Since irrigation of the original 300 hectares could continue without the PDAI 
are only those associated with theproject, the relevant costs and benefits 

additional 625 hectares to be irrigated. 

B. 	 Benefits
 

on the basis of

The benefits attributable to irrigation are estimated 

observed cultural practices and average yields in the Dubreuil Area during the 
are those cash outlays that the 

two 1982 growing seasons. Costs utilized 
farmers actually paid and include estimates of the value of labor. Selling 

in
prices are average prices received by farmers during the harvest periods 

1982. 

revenue and profits from eight
Table IV-1 provides data on yields, costs, 

The table summarizes
selected crop combinations in the Dubreuil Project Area. 

the crop budgets presented in Tables Al to A8 in the Appendix. 

As mentioned in the section on yield increases, with improved technology 
are expected to be very dramatic. Improved

and irrigation, crop responses 
of high-yield seeds, fertilizers, insecticides,technology includes the use 
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and timely irrigation. Yield increases of approximately 350proper weeding, 
asto 400 percent are expected in the modern technology irrigated farms 

compared to the low technology non-irrigated farms. The increase in 
improved technology and irrigation isprofitability of the various crops under 

While the yields and thus the revenues increased 3 1/2especially dramatic. 
to 4 fold, the costs of production only approximately doubled as the farmers 

moved from low technology non-irrigated farming to high technology irrigated 

farming. The increases in profitability of the various crops, considered in 

with changes from low technology non-irrigated farming to moderntable IV-l, 
ranged from a low of 300 percent to 2300technology irrigated farming, 
were responsive to high technologypercent. Red and black beans the most 

management levels. 

case ofThe increase in net revenue of beans ranged from $31/ha in the 
to $713/ha with irrigation and modern technology. Thedry-land low technology 

and beans had a net revenue increasecombination of sweetpotato, cassava 
in yields. The net revenue of these crops increasedsmaller than the increase 

by three times the amount obtained under dry-land conditions from $467/ha to 

$1428/ha.
 

Table IV-2 shows the net revenue columns from Table IV-1. These are from 

eight selected crop combinations under three different conditions; 1) 

Traditional technology, without irrigation; 2) Traditional technology with 

irrigation and 3) modern technology with irrigation. 

Traditional technology without irrigation refers to traditional 
noin the Dubreuil area for farmers that haveagricultural practices observed 

and do not utilize modern technologies such as improved seed,
irrigation water 
herbicides, insecticides, fertilizers etc. 

Traditional technology with irrigation estimates the yields that would be 

expected with only the addition of irrigation water to traditional practices. 
estimated to increase approximately 25 percent above thatThe yields were 

produced without irrigation. 

in theModern technology with irrigation refers to observed practices 
that have had reliable irrigation water for severalDubreuil area on farms 

years. On these lands the farmers were utilizing improved seed varieties, 

insecticides, fertilizers, non-random planting schemes and high weeding 

programs. 

an overview of the net revenues of the eight cropThis table provides 
It must be noted that thecombinations through a complete growing period. 

a full year, while crop combination including cassava occupies the land for 
annual crops such as corn, beans, rice, tobacco and sorghum only occupy the 

land for half a year or less. 
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Table IV-I. gSTS AND RETIRNS FRC EIGHT QOP C48BINATIOONS IN IIJBRELJIL PIHECT (1982 Frices) 

Table Crop $priceper kS g/ha 

Withtut Irigation 

cost o
/ha ha Prod. 

IADITTONAL PRACTICES 

TFuoe Yields 
per h S kg/ha 

Iflo-wFnue 
per ha 

)ihIrialn 

Cost ot
Prod. 

$prokit
per ha 

Yields
kg/ha 

tMDMN PRACTICES 

$Revenue Cost of 
per ha Prod. 

$profit 
per ha 

Short Season 

A. Haiz 

B. Beans 

C. Rice (paddi) 

D. Sorghm 

E. Tob-cco 

OHafz 
F. ( 

(Beans 

.2D 

.70 

.38 

.28 

2.6+ 

.2D 

.70 

1100 

340 

-

750 

-

1300 

200 

220 

238 

-

210 

-

260) 
)400 

140) 

152 

207 

-

100 

-

193 

68 

31 

-

110 

-

207 

1375 275 

654 458 

1200 456 

940 263 

- -

1625 325) 
)500 

250 175) 

172 

230 

401 

120 

-

215 

103 

228 

55 

143 

-

285 

4000 

1200 

4000 

3000 

1230 

420 

8)0 

800 

1050 

150 

840 

3168 

840) 
)1 

560) 

307 

337 

713 

351 

1830 

403 

493 

713 

807 

489 

1338 

997 

Full Year 

(Sweetpotaco 
G. (Cassava 

(Beans 

(Sweetpotato 
04iz.20 

H. 
.Ca.,.a 

(Beam 

.18 
.09 
.70 

.18 

.)

.09 

.70 

220 
2000 
300 

540 
485 

595 
185 

396) 
180) 
210) 

97) 
97) 

54)
130) 

786 

378 

319 

273 

467 

105 

2750 495) 
2500 225) 
Z75 263) 

675 122) 
610 122)

) 
745 67) 
230 161) 

983 

472 

340 

300 

643 

172 

5300 
6000 

750 

4300 
1000 

4o 
500 

954) 
540)2019 
525) 

774) 
30 

)1684
360)
350) 

591 

52 

1428 

1132 
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In the case of no irrigation with low technology, the sweetpotato 
the best with an annual net revenue of $467 percassava - beans combination is 

hectare. The corn and beans association is the most profitable crop combi
(one half year). The net revenue fornation grown for one cropping season 

this combination was $207/ha. These earnings could reasonably be expected for 

both the fall and spring cropping periods, given similar selling prices. 

Sorghum was the next most profitable crop with a net revenue expectation of 

This return is expected only once a year as the varieties grown$110/ha. thus maturingunder traditional practices are highly photoperiod sensitive, 
late in the year regardless of planting date. 

Wen irrigation is provided and traditional farming practices are used, 

the roots, tubers and beans combination still provide the maximum net revenue 

if beans are planted at the beginning of the season. The annual net revenue 

is $643/ha. The beans and corn association is the next most profitable crop 
revenue of $570/ha. Rice ranked third with

combination with a two-crop net 
$510/ha expected for two crops. 

when efficient use of irrigation isThe most dramatic changes occur 
modern high-level technology such as improved seed varieties,coupled with more 


proper land preparation, efficient use of insecticides and cultivation and
 

weeding practices, increased usage of fertilizer, proper harvest timing and
 

proper post harvest handling of the crops.
 

most profitable under these conditions. TheThe tobacco crop proved 
highly technical and probably not recommended for

growing of tobacco, which is 
all farmers, provided a two crop profit of $2676/ha. The director of the
 

"Conme II Faut" indicated that the spring crop was
National Cigaret Company 
The potential nt revenue was much greatermuch riskier than the fall crop. 

fit the Haitianwith two crops of tobacco but growing the crop in the fall may 

farmer's normal risk aversion. Beans in association with corn was the second 
seasons were considered. A netmost profitable crop, when two cropping 

of $1994/ha could be obtained over one year. Rice ranked third inrevenue 
two crop potential of $1614/ha. Even thcigh quiteprofitability with a 

the area planted to rice will probably not increase appreciablyprofitable, 

due to the soil requirements for proper management of irrigation water.
 

Beans, grown in monoculture, was the fourth most profitable crop with a two
 

crop expected net revenue of $1426/ha. These data indicate that the farmer
 
the proper amount of moisturewill receive a considerable benefit by having 

is required.available for plant use at the time it 

The yield values for maiz and beans grown in association were aggregated 

with those yields of the two crops grown in monoculture and placed in Tables 

along with six other crop categories. These three tables
IV-3, IV-4 and IV-5, 
provide an estimate of the relative contribution of the various agricultural 

crops to the total net revenue accru. g to the farmer under three different 

farming practices. The practices considered were non-irrigated land with low 

level technology, irrigated land with low -level technology and irrigated land 

with modern level technology. 



-- 
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Table IV-2. Net Revenues of Eight Crop Combinations under 
Three Different Technologies 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Area 

IRRIGATIONNO IRRIGATION 
Table Crop Traditional Practice Traditional Mdern 

$ profit/ha $ profit/ha$ profit/ha 

103 	 493
68
A. 	Maiz 


228 	 713B. Beans 	 31 

255 	 807
 
C. Rice 


D. Sorghum 110 	 143 489 

--	 1338
E. 	 Tobacco 

(Maiz 
285 	 997
207
F. ( 


(Beans
 

(Sweetpotato 
643 1428*

G. 	 (Cassava 467 
(Beans 

(Sweetpotato 
(Maiz 

172 1132*
H. 	 ( 105 


(Cassava
 
(Beans
 

* 	 Full year cropping period 
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onTable IV-3 evaluates the relative contribution of the various crops 
Average net revenue of the

non-irrigated lands with low level technology. 
multiplied by the land distribution factor observed with

various crops were 
area. Twenty-six percent of the land

non-irrigated lands in the Dubreuil 
would be in corn, sixteen in beans, twenty-two in sorghum and fifteen percent 

and cassava. The remainder of the land would be in sugarcane
in sweetpotatoes 

return per hectare was highly influerced by the 
and other crops. The average 

with a contribution to total net
tuberous crops of sweetpotatoes and cassava 

Corn and beans combined 
revenue of $70/ha or 38 percent of the total. 

Sorghum provided $24/ha or 13
provided $63/ha or 34 percent of net revenue. 

no irrigation and 
percent. The average net revenue per hectare of land under 

low technology was $186. 

level technology the average net
When irrigation is added to otherwise low 

Table IV-4 portrays a slight shift in 
revenues increased to $374 per hectare. 

The major shift occurs
the relative land areas occupied by the var.ous crops. 

There was a 
in beans whose hectarage increased from 16 percent to 25 percent. 

cane 
two percent fall in sorghum hectarages and a six percent decline in sugar 

hectarages. 

The maiz and bean crops provided $216/hectare or 58 percent of the net 
cassava were still important with $103/hectare

revenue while sweetpotatoes and 

or 28 percent of the net revenue.
 

to high technology with irrigation, the net revenue
As the farmers move 

to maiz and beans rises to $612 per hectare, which is 50 percent of
attributed 

Tobacco provides $268 per hectare, which 
the total net revenue (Table IV-5). 

The root and tuber crops of swetpotato and
is 22 percent of the net revenue. 

generating $228/ha.
cassava still contribute 19 percent of the net revenue 

The average returns per hectare were adjusted for land used for fallow or 
uses are estimated to represent approximatelypasture. Fallow and pasture 

30%, 20% and 10% under traditional non-irrigated, traditional irrigated, and 

modern irrigated conditions, respectively. The adjusted average net returns 
$341 

per year per hectare are $130 for traditional non-irrigated conditions, 
and $1103 under modern irrigatedfor traditional irrigated conditions, 

conditions.
 

To obtain the net benefits per hectare attributable to irrigation, the net 

revenue under non-irrigated conditions is subtracted from the net revenue with 

The benefits resulting from irrigation are thus estimated to be
irrigation. 
$211 under traditional conditions and $973 under average modern conditions. 

ry land farming to irrigated average
The full transition from traditional 

Given the prevalence ofmodern conditions is projected to take five years. 
modern technology irrigated farming and the availability of complementary 

in the Tes Cayes and Dubreuil area,inputs (seeds, fertilizer, extension, etc) 

this rate of response is reasonable. The result.ng irrigation benefits per
 

hectare are as follows:
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$ 440First Year 
630Second year 
783Third year 
897Fourth year 

Fifth and following years 973 

The total benefits over time attributable to the PDAI Dubreuil project, 
which will irrigate an additional 135 hectare in Phase I and 490 hectares in 
Phase II are as follows: 

Year Phase I Phase II 

$ 59,400 $214,600
ist 

85"100 308,700
2nd 


3rd 105,700 383,700
 

4th 121,100 439,500
 
5th and beyond 131,400 476,800
 

Other benefits that might be attributed to irrigation include increased 
In the case of Dubreuil, the increasedanimal production and health benefits. 

animal forage per hectare that results from irrigation is projected to be 
a shift to cash crops with less animal feed by-products and aoffset by 

Hence, no overall increase isreduction in the land devoted to pastures. 
projected for livestock related earnings. Health benefits are expected to 

result from increased availability of water. However, because the existing 

main canal and secondary system already provide a rudimentary system of 

the benefits at Dubreuil are expected to be minimal compared todistribution, 

the crop related benefit.
 

C. Costs
 

provided byEstimates of the direct construction costs of the project were 


the Sheladia technical assistance team. Engineering, operation and
 
developed jointly by
maintenance, administrative and vehicle costs were 

are estimates of theSheladia and the evaluation team. The unit costs used 
inputs' economic cost, or the value to the economy of the inputs in their best 

or shadow prices may vary from observed oralternative use. These economic 
Timing, quantity, and total costsadministratively determined prices. 

are based upon project implementation proceedingestimates shown in table IV-6 
at a normal rate. Given reasonable performance, Phase I should have taken one 
year, and Phase II should be completed in two years. These estimates vary 

Financial andconsiderably from what actually occurred during Phase I. 
managerial problems have been largely responsible for Phase I taking 

on costsapproximately two years to complete. The effects of project delays 
and benefits will be addressed in the cost-benefit analysis. 
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Table IV-3 

Traditional Non-Irrigated Farming in Dibreuil 
$ weturns per hectare 

% u$ Average 
$ Paturn full Land return/h 

Crop $ Returrvha year or 2 (crop) Distribution famed/yr 

Maiz 73** 	 146 26 38
 

156 16 25

Beans 78** 


0 
Rice 

22 	 24

Sorghum 110 no 

0Tobacco 

(swetpotato 467 	 467 
 15 	 70
 

(Cassava
 

8
*Sugarcane 200 	 200 16
 

13*Others 100 100 13 

$186 

* estimated 

**includes adjustment for yields 	obtained from maiz and beans grown in 

association.
 

lp
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Table IV-4 

Traditional Irrigated Farming in Dubreuil
 
$ Returns per hectare 

$ Average 
return/ha$ $ Return full Land 

2 (crop) Distribution farmed/yr
Crop Beturrha year or 

26 102
Maiz 197"* 384 

25 U4456Beans 228** 

2 10
Rice 255 510 

20 29
Sorghum 143 143 

0Tobacco 

(Swetpotato 1 0(swe t 643 643 16 103 
(Cassava 

2 5
*sugarcane 250 250 

9 11125*Others 125 

$374
 

* estimated 

**includes adjustment for yields obtained from maiz and beans grown in
 

association.
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Table IV-5 

Modern Irrigated Farming in Dubreuil
 
$ Returns per hectare 

% $ Average 
$ profit full Land return/ha 

Crop $ ReturrVha year or 2 (crop) Distribution farmed/yr 

26 256
Maiz 493** 986 


Beans 713** 1426 25 356
 

Rice 807 1614 2 32
 

Sorghum 489 489 10 49
 

Tobacco 1338 2676 10 268
 

(Swetpotato
 
( 1428 1428 16 228
 
(Cassava
 

2 10
*Sugarcane 500 500 

*Others 300 300 9 27 

$1226
 

* estimated 

**includes adjustment for yields obtained from maiz and beans grown in
 
association.
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Project Costs, as displayed in Table IV-6, include the following items: 

for 1070 hectares.Topographic survey contracts 

Common works consist of repairs and upgrading of the diversion dan and 

main canal. The operation and maintenance (O&M) figures are for labor and 

materials. Normal O&M after project completion is estimated to be $5 per 

hectare. The "National Disaster Repair Fund" is an allowance for major 
repairs due to flood damage or other factors. This is estimated to cost 

This would allow for major system repairs, ie$20 per hectare per year. 
$200,000 every ten years on average for a system like Dubreuil. 

I and II include materials and labor.Construction costs for Phase 

igineering costs include four senior engineering positions with a total 
of 90 person months over the three-year construction period. There are 
two alternative ways these could be charged to the project. The senior 

first costed at the rate of $1500 per month, or the rate atpositions are 
which competent senior Haitian engineers could be obtained if the specific 
skills were available. However, the technical consultants (TA) have in 
fact been serving as the senior engineers on the project. Using TA 
instead of Haitian senior engineers costs an additional $8500 per month, 
or $765,000 over the life of the project. The extra cost of using TA 
instead of local senior engineers is accounted for with the TA adjustment 
item (bottom of table IV-6). If the TA is not necessary for project
 
completion and it is producing significant institutional building, the
 

to the Dubreuil project.
additional cost of TA should not be charged 
However, if the TA is required to complete the project and it is not in 
fact producing any significant institutional building then all TA costs 
should be fully charged to the project. The true situation in the case of 

Dubreuil lies between these two extreme alternatives and is probably 
relatively close to the full TA cost alternative. However, Haitian 
engineers, through PDAI sponsored education and on-the-job training 

the senior(institution building) should increasingly be able to assume 
engineering responsibilities. Hence, the no TA alternative should become 
more relevant during project implementation. The cost-benefit analysis 
explores both interpretations. 

O&M personnel costs associated with the added irrigation hectarage are
 
to the cost of the project. These represent approximately
charged 

two-thirds of total O&M personnel costs. 

Total Phase I & II cost, without TA, is estimated to be $1.4 million
 
$2.2 million.
dollars. Total cost with the TA is 

Costs which only occur as the field work at Dubreuil is implemented 
include the topographic surveys, common works, and Phase I and II direct 

$1 million for theconstruction costs. These variable costs are over 

completed project.
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The remaining cost items, including engineering, administration, vehicles,
and O&M personnel, generally continue regardless of the pace of field 
construction. For example, TA costs continue month by month, even ifconstruction temporarily halts. These costs therefore are fixed costs. 
Total fixed costs for the Dubreuil project, assuming a three year
implementation period, are approxiLtely $1.2 million. If the actual 
construction period were longer, these costs would increase
 
proportionately.
 

The long-rm operation and maintenance cost associated with the added
irrigated land is $36,900 per year, $59 per hectare per yearor (last
column). 

D. Cost-Benefit Analysis 

To determine whether the PDAI Dubreuil project is a sound economic invest
ment, project related costs and benefits must be compared over time. Phase I
is assumed to be completed in the first year, Phase II costs occur in years
two and three, and O&M costs continue thereafter. Phase I agricultuzal
benefits are assumed to begin in the second year. Phase II benefits start the 
year after completion of Phase II. Benefits increase during a five year

transition as farmers shift toward modern irrigated farming methods and 
continue thereafter at the rate of $973 per hectare. 

Project net benefits, or benefits less coots over twenty years aredisplayed in Table IV-7. The first column (NB) presents net benefits of Phase
I & II without charging for TA. The second column (NBTA) shows net benefits

of Phase I & II with all TA costs charged to the project. The net present

value of the project, after accounting for the cost of capital at the rate of

10 percent, is $2.2 million without TA and $1.5 million with TA. 
 In other
words, between $1.5 and $2.2 million in benefits will be generated over the
life of the project after all economic costs are accounted for, including the
opportunity cost of capital. The internal estimatedrate of return is to be

27 percent without charging for TA and 19 percent with the TA.
 

These high internal rates of return are based upon a twenty year life ofthe project. If the estimated O&M budget of $59 per hectare per year were
actually expended, a twenty year expected life appears reasonable, if not
conservative. However, if O&M were to be neglected, a ten year expected life
would be more likely. And with the continuing deforestation of the Acul
Watershed, a ten year life would be even more probable. A ten year project
lowers the internal rate of return to 21 percent without TA and 10 percent
with TA. Even though these rates are significantly lower than those obtained 
when a twenty year life is assumed, they are equal to or greater than the
estimated opportunity cost of capital (10 percent). The Dubreuil project
becomes a marginal but economically sound investment even if poor O&M and/or
flooding destroy the project in ten years. Proper attention to watershed
protection and O&M is essential if the project is to be the highly profitable
investment it has the potential of being. 



Table IV-6: Dubreuil Irrigation Project Costs
 

Ite 
Cost/
Month 

Phase I 
Year 1 
Unit 
Months Cost 

Phase II 
Year 2 
Unit 
Months Cost 

Phase II 
Year 3 
Unit 
Months Costs 

Construction 
Period Total 

Unit 
Months Cost 

Post Construction 
Period 0 &M 

Unit 
Months Cost 

Topographic Surveys 
$30,000 $77,000 $0,000 

Common Works 

Wal70,700
Wall 
Gates 
DrainageO&M 

7,000 
207,000 
5,00050012,500 

12,200 
20,800 
5,000 

20,800 
4,000 

70,70070,700 
19,200 
61,600 
14,000 3,100 

National Disaster Repair Fund 

Construction Phase I & II 153,200 200,000 396,200 749,400 

Engineering 
Survey Crew 
Design EngineersSenior 

Junior 
JunDrafting etc 

Construction Eng. 

Associate 
Junior 

250 
1500 

600 
300 

800 
600 

30 
6 

12 
6 

12 
12 
12 

7,500 
9,000 

7,200 
1,800 

000 
9,600 
7,200 

40 
12 

24 
12 

12 
12 
12 

10,000 
18,000 

14,400 
3,600 

18,000 
9,600 
7,200 

12 
12 
12 

18,000 
9,600 
7,200 

70 

18 

36 
18 

36 
36 
36 

17,500 

27,000 

21,600 
5,400 

54,000 
28,800 
21,600 

0&M/Water Application 

Senior 
Junior 
Senior Hydrologist 

Administration 
Clerical 

Office,Depot, Supplies etc 

Vehicles 
2 Pick-ups 
2 CJ-7s 
0&- Personnel (2/3) 

Water Master 
Gate tender 
Ditch Riders 
TOTAL, No TA 

TA Adjustment 

TOTAL Cost, Full TA 

1500 

600 
1500 
800 
300 

500 

400 
400 

300 

50 
80 

8500 

6 

6 
6 

24 
12 

24 
24 

2 

8 
16 

30 

9,000 

4,800 
18,000 
19,200 
3,600 

6,000 

9,600 
9,600 

600 

400 
1,300 

428,300 

255,000 
683,000 

12 
12 
12 

24 
12 

24 
24 

2 

8 
16 

36 

1,800 
9,600 
9,600 

19,200 
3,600 

6,000 

9,600 
9,600 

600 

400 
1,300 

473,700 

206,000 
779,700 

12 
12 
12 

24 
12 

24 
24 

2 

8 
24 

24 

1,800 

9,600 

19,200 
3,600 

6,000 

9,600 
9,600 

600 

400 
1,900 

534,300 

204,000 
738,300 

30 

30 
6 

72 
72 

6 

24 
56 

90 

45,000 

24,000 
18,000
57,600 
10,800 

18,000 

28,800 
28,800 

1,800 

1,200 
4,500 

1,436,300 

7 
2,201,300 

12 

12 

2 

8 
24 

9,600 

2,000 

4,800 

600 

400 
1,900 

36,900 
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Table IV-7. Cost-Benefit Analysis of the PDAI Dubreuil Project
 

(9) (10)(6) (7) ( )

(2) (.3 (4) (5)
(:1) 	

MNBTA l/2MNB 1/2MNBTA MNBTAD 1/2MNBTAD 
Year 	 N3S NBA 1/2N8 I/2/NBTA MNB 

-621500 -1000000
-473700 -779700 -621500 
-- -683300 -473700 -77970042_.031-414'0 -720300 -444'00 -750'00 -5300 0 -738300 -534300 -738300 -621500 -621500 	 100000 

100000-527800 -527800
78900 	 78900
186700 186700
-491700 	 -695700-449200 -653200 	 1000003 	 -527800 -527200125500 	 125500 
122 lS23 00 27980, 279800

20440 284402 	 78900 1000004 	 163300 186700354800 	 103300 
392901" 3z2900 178'Q00• 17- 0 350 	

125500 1000005 	 190900 279600
17i('c00 41 .Q600 410600 190900 

478200 470200 227CC0 	 163300 1000006 	 447900 2095c:0 209500 354800 
I2406C3 248600 447900

7 534000 534000 4860 190900 	 100000209500 410600
447900 	 209500
267200 	 447900

8 571300 571300 267200 447900 209500 	 10000020950 209500

267Z 0, 267200 447900 447900 
9 57131:30 57130'l0 	 209500 100000209500 447900447900 209500 

57.300 571300 26720C0 267200 447900 	
209500 10000010 	 447900 

267200 26720(3 447904 4-!79,0- 2o9500 209500 
11 5713(,0 571300 	 447900 2019500 100000

209500 209500 
2o7..0,') 27200 447900 447900 	 10000057130 ') 571300 	 4479C' *479003 2 ,95'-0 209500 447900 209500Q1213 57!300) 5713(4') 2 267200) 


14 571:0X) 2'0 209500 447900447900 2095C0 100000100000
5713 267200 267200 447900 447900 209500 2000 0 	 209500 
447900 209500 


15 209500 

267200 	 447900

571300 571300 26700 447900 209500 100000 
267200 447900 44-A700 209500 

16 571300 571300 2672o0 
209500 447900 209500 100000 

447900 	 209500267200 447900571300 5713C00 267200 	 447900 209500 10000017 	 209500 209500
267200 447900 447900 

571300 	 571300 267200 447900 209500 10000018 4-/900 447900 '209500 209500 

19 
 571300 571300 267200 267200 


209500 447900 
 20950u 	 100000
 
447900 	 447900 209500 


571300 571300 267200 267200 	 -------------------20 

20 Year Project
 16190S2. 3598293. 459889.913 72-2600.8
 5725187. 5217207. 2127062.
1641139. 	 3S8420.3 -103034. 259071.1 -964769.42 
-163508.


6863064. 6105115. 2439717. 

'!4PV 107 

NPV 1%. 

2194926. 1493151. 325035.7 -403254. 
1951126. 1459671. 


-494991. -441723. -1231270.5 -380177.
 
-837423. 1068593. 585201.4 -11599.4 
1131006. 455667.3 -140853. 

538644.9 62644.94 -247882. -723882. 
-820594. -1355383.0 -515650.
 

7 -404712. -167'73545

NP'V 15% 


5(io04. -144861. 
202728.9 -266471. -394427. -863627. 

-1029545 -1406777.1 -605765.
 
-559629. -1203981


NPV 20% 

122116.4 -5-0243. 	 -1419926.5 -668947.
NPV 25% 


-735939. -652735. -1275330 -20163.6 
-4G3087. -488995. -951918. -1144731 


NPV 30%. 
 -124845-	 9.461530 11.84841 3.90526242 8.339288
 
18.79389 13.8834 8.224759 29.89822 20.95172 

14.85501 

27.47238
IRR * 

10 Year Project	 312794.2 -195186. -280517. -1354378.2 -143-398.
 
I846378. 	13383,97. -424098.
 

706177.4 	4402.050 -371260. -1099550 
783945.0 292490.4 -157515. -648970. 

-908110. -1510704.7
125767.5 -672811.
NP') 17. 1915611. 1157662. 

NPV 10% 


315962.6 -359376. -522053. -1210623 
429597.4 -53793.9--310482. -793873. 

-1080718 -1530153.1 -5'22842.
 

NPV 15% -301287. -418106. -894106. -1184516 
-1525607.8 -596903.
 

174713.1

42606.73 -609059. -621826. -1290653 	 -1507174.7 -653687.
NPV 20% 	 -481116. -494825. -964025. -1244189 

-151665. -782024. -687678. -1332030 

-11915.9 

0740. -613663. -550071. -1012994 -1275308 

-1481002.3 -698100.
 

NPV 30% 24.68076 14.22327 6.985738 -1.08098 
-1.12401 -3.2544681 


NPV 25% 

-291397. 	-902490. -730633. -1353228 

-1 -1.27417
 
10.06050 3.277355 -2.41651
21.09658 


-

IRR * 


no TA.
NBT= Net Benefits of Phase I St II, 


II, with TA.
NSTA =Net Beneiits of Phase I & 
I, no TA.
 

1/2NB = 1/2 Net Benefits of Phase I & 
I E II, with TA. 

1/2NBTA = 1/2 Not BD-ncfits of Phase 
no TrA.
Not BPn,.fits., Ph.se II, 


MNBTA = Incremental Net 

MNB - Incremental 

£eiefits. Phase II, with TA.
 

1/21N = 1/2 Incremental Net Benefits, Phase II, no TA.
 

i z , II, with T,.
1/2MNIITA = 1/2 Incrut,--'tal Net Dne.Fitn 


II delayed, with TA.
Net Benefits, Phase 

delayed, with TA.


MNBTAD = 	Incremental 


1/2MNBTAD = 1/2 Incrmnental Net Benefits, Phase II 


precise estimates due to IRR formula modifications.
 * Negative IRRs are not 
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The foregoing analysis assumed what is judged to be the most probable 
benefit stream. However, reduced availabilities of modern irrigation inputs 
and/or crop price declines could significantly reduce project benefits. 
Columns 3 and 4 of Table IV-7 test the impact of a 50 percent reduction of 
benefits of the full Dubreuil project. The twenty year estimated returns are 
13 percent without TA and 8 percent with TA. The true rate, of course, lies 
between these, and is probably in excess of 10 percent. Hence, even if the 
project benefits were overestimated by 50 percent, the project remains 

the view that the project is economicallyeconomically viable. This supports 
sound. It also suggests the importance of the availability of complementary 
inputs such as high yielding seeds, fertilizer, insecticides, extension 
services, and credit. 

The critical importance of proper O&M and watershed protection becomes 
even more clear when the reduced benefit analysis allows for only a 10 year 
life-of-project. The internal rate of return falls to 3 percent without TA 
and is even negative with TA. Proper O&M and watershed protection must be 

an irrigation investment such as Dubreuil is to remain a sound
emphasized if 

investment.
 

The preceeding analysis is repeated to determine the incremental rate of 
return of completing Phase II, assuming all Phase I investments have already 
been made (Table IV-7, columns 5-8). This analysis basically answers whether 
it is economically sound to begin implementation of Phase II now that Phase I 
is nearing completion. As expected, the IRR's are even higher for Phase II 
and strongly support its completion. The analysis also reveals that proper 
attention to O&M and watershed protection is essential. 

Past project implementation delays have almost doubled the time required 
to complete Phase I. Fixed costs associated with engineering, administration, 
vehicles, etc., which amount to approximately $400,000 per year, continue 
whether construction occurs or not. The impact of continued delays as Phase 
II is implemented is significant (See Table IV-7, columns 9 and 10). The low 
internal rates of return that result suggest that Phase II should be 
implemented only if delays can be substantially reduced in the future. The 
analysis assumes that Phase II takes four years to complete instead of the two 
year norm. This increases Phase II costs from $1.5 million to $2.3 million. 
Bendfits from Phase II irrigation are also postponed for two years. With 
major project delays, administrative and engineering personnel are 
underemployed and often demoralized. Little or no constructive institution 
building can take place in this environment. Hence, most or all TA should be 
charged to the delayed project. The only case where the IRR is above the 
opportunity cost of capital is when the project lasts twenty years and all 
benefits are realized. Reduced benefits and/or reduced project life make the 
delayed project uneconomic. 
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E. Recommendations 

1. 	 Phase II of Dubreuil should be completed if a normal rate of 
implementation appears probable. If on the other hand, substantial 
delays are envisioned, the project becomes uneconomic and should not 
be completed. 

2. 	 Major emphasis at Dubreuil should be placed on O&M activities. 
Proper maintenance of the system will greatly affect the economic 
viability of the project. 

in the Acul3. 	 Reforestation and other wateikshed protection investments 
watershed should receive high priority. This would not only extend 
the expected life of the project, but would increase the availability 
of river flow for irrigation in the dry seasons. 
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V. OTHER PDAI IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 

In addition to the Dubreuil project, other sites were 	visited by the team 
The engineering,where there are on-going or anticipated PDAI activities. 

agronomic and economic aspects of these are discussed 	in this section. 

A. Marigot 

The Marigot project is located on the southern shore of the southern 
peninsula of Haiti. As originally described by the J.G. White Co. (8), the 

-rehabilitation of the Marigot Peredo irrigation system would have supplied 
from the Plantils river to 500 ha by rehabiliation ofirigation water 

series of floods and Hurricanestructures that were damaged or destroyed by a 
Inez. This had been given a top priority rating for further study by White 

and was considered as one of the areas for the PDAI project. However, USAID 
are not clear, that this was not acceptable. Itdecided on grounds which 

agreed only to a modified proposal to upgrade five smaller systems using water 

from the same river or its tributaries. This would involve delivering water 
onto about 250 ha for irrigation. Topographic surveys have been completed 


the first of these, Belle Roche. Early determination, based on technical
 
should be made on which of these two schemes, the one larger
considerations, 

system or five small ones, is more feasible and proceed on that basis. 

Eq4uipment for a gaging station has been purchased to monitor the stream 
This will help determine if there is sufficientflow in the Plantils River. 

to havewater to develop additional irrigated areas. The stream appears 
area than that contemplated undersufficient flow for irrigating a much larger 

either of these two schemes. 

The direct construction costs for the larger rehabilitation project of 
Total costs,Marigot-Peredo are estimated by the TA to be $1 million. 

including the full cost of TA, would be approximately 	$2.2 million. This 

system would irrigate approximately 400 additional hectares. If the five 

smaller systems were selected, direction construction costs would run approxi

mately $250,000. Total costs would be approximately $550,000. A total of 
about 250 hectares would be irrigated, of which approximately 50 to 100 are
 
presently irrigated.
 

There ishigh community interest in irrigation in Marigot. Some soil 
are going on in the area.conservation and watershed management activities 

to appreciate theAgricultural district personnel and community leaders appear 

inter-relationships between irrigation and watershed protection.
 

in October withMAI values for Marigot range from 0.01 in January to 1.43 

a mean of 0.78 for the year as shown below (4)"
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Month MI value 

December 
Januar 

0.02 
.01 

February .24 
March .43 
April .28 
May
June 

.84 

.38 
July .39 
August .70 
September .77 
October 1.43 
November .59 

Values below the "dangVr signal", i.e., 0.33, occur in four months of the year. Values below 0.50 occur in seven months. The December-April and theJune-July seasons would be too risky for crop produr' ion if irrigation is notprovided on a regular schedule. If it were not for irrigation, Marigot would 
not be an agricultural area of significance. 

At Lilanc rt, two soil profiles were examined. The soils are Inceptisolsor probably Mollisols (Fluventic Hapludolls) derived from relatively recentcalcareous alluvium. They are brown to dark brown in color. In texture, thesoils are foams and silt loams with good granular structure. They are open,porous, permeable and well-drained. The soils appear to be fertile and
suitable for a wide range of crops. 

As they are, with irrigation the soils could be tilled and crops produced
over most of the area. The possibility that a sizeable amount of water couldbe lost through infiltration can be ruled out. Among the most important soilproperties influencing infiltration are bulk density, pore-size distribution,
particle-size distribution and aggregate stability. The soils of the Marigotarea probably have moderately slow infiltration. Field observations showedthat there is a rather dense layer which limits infiltration immediately belowthe upper 30 or 45cm of soil and above the uppermost gravel layers characteristic of profiles near the river bank. Soil aggregates appear to be ratherstable. The soils can retain sufficient water available for crops. The 
strong aggregate stability and the large number of macropores would favor 
rapid water release and availability. 

Due to high plant demands and evaporation, the possibility of mulchingcould be considered. The effect of mulching on available soil-water (water
retained at tensions ranging between 1/3 and 15 bar) has been studied 
elsewhere and can be summarized as follow (5). 

Treatment Available soil water, cm. 

Clean cultivation 
 4.3
 
Plastic mulch 6.1 
Grass mulch 8.1 
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Corn, cas3ava, peanuts and sweetpotatoes are the major crops of the 

area. Beans, bananas and plantains are also grown. Crops that offer 
Marigot 

Irish potatoes and vegetables. It appears, however,
good possibilities are 
that plantains may be the best for sale at the Port-au-Prince and Jacmel 

markets. 

increases attributable to
estimated that agricultural revenue 

atIt is 
area would be roughly comparable to that found 

irrigation in the Marigot 
transition period).

Dubreuil, i.e. $973/ha/year (after the initial five year 
this revenue 

case of the larger Marigot rehabilitation project,In the 
a total cost (including TA) of approximately

increase could be obtained for 
for each $1,000

$2,800 per additional hectares irrigated. In other words, 

the larger Marigot system, approximately $350 per year would be 
invested in 

favorably with the comparable figures for Dubreuil: 
generated. This compares 

annual revenue per
$3,500 total cost per additional hectare irrigated and $280 


$1000 invested.
 

the smaller Marigot syster is estimated to cost $3,700 per
In comparison, 

an annual revenue increase per $1,000
additional hectare irrigated and yield 

to be the better investment,While the larger system appearsinvest.-d of $270. 
should be made before deciding on which 

detailed engineering costs estimates 

alternative should actually be constructed.
 

B. Jean Rabel 

The Jean Babel system, is located on thr Jean-abel River on the north 
it consists of mnall diversions 

coast of the nortnwest peninsula of Haiti. 
the river 

no permanent structures at about 18 different locations along
with 

of which are scattered small parcels on 
to irrigate approximately 250 ha,. some 

A 
quite steep slopes. All maintenance is currently done by the farmers. 

G. White (6) proposed a diversion dam at the
feasibility report by J. 

area and eight smaller 
uppermost canal (Nan Solon) to serve the upper 

to serve the lower areas. During a field visit 
diversions farther downstream 
to the project site, a partially constructed diversion dam was observed, which 

was started about 1979 but never completed. Because of the very linited 
dam at this locationbe served from aamount of additional land that can 

the very steep, unstable hillsidesite farther dowstream andcompared to a 
which the canal would have to traverse, the site is a poor choice. 

feasible from the standpoint of both construction and
It appears much more 

to build the dam farther dowstream. The proposed system would 
maintenance a total of about 350 ha 
irrigate approximately 100 ha of additional land for 

of land and, in addition to the diversion dam, would involve canal lining, 
The direct construction

grade and water control structures, chutes and drops. 
while the total cost, including TA, would 

costs are estimated to be $400,000, 

be approximately $880,000.
 

The MAI for Jean abel as given by Hargreaves and Samani (3) is less than 
or less for the remaining

0.2 for the period January through September and 0.4 
on these values, the need for irrigation inBasedthree months of the year. 


this area is obvious; there is essentially no production without irrigation.
 



The predominate crops grown in the Jean Rabel area are sweetpotatoes,

sorghum,, corn and plantain. All are planted under dry land conditions. With
 
the low MAI values the probability of a crop failure isquite high and low
 
yields prevail. With adequate, timely irrigation water, plantain is the
 
predominate crop grown.
 

A study was recently conducted in Puerto Rico comparing a group of
 
plantain growers using more intensively all the modern technologies with
 
another group who followed traditional practices. Results show that the
 
innovators obtained an average yield of 66,000 fruits/ha, produced 5400
 
"seeds"/ha and had a 
net profit of more than $5200/ha while traditional
 
farmers produced 58,000 fruits/ha, 1700 ".;eeds"/ha and obtained a net profit

of only $2100/ha (2). With irrigation and improved technology, roughly

similar results might be expected in Jean-Rabel.
 

It is conservatively estimated that agricultural net revenue increases
 
attributable to irrigation at Jean Rabel would be approximately 150 percent of
 
that estimated for Dubreuii, or approximately $1,500/ha/year. With a total
 
cost per hectare estimate of $3,900, annual net revenue per $1,000 invested
 
would be $320. 
The Jean Rabel project isclearly a sound economic investment.
 

Other than its remoteness and lack of access during storm periods, it has
 
the potential of a very good irrigation project. The Irrigation Service at
 
Damien, in cooperation with the TA, should update the feasibility report using

current costs and changing the diversion site. The system seems to have been
 
properly chosen as one of the sites for rehabilitation under the PDAI
 
project. If the updated study shows it 
to still be feasible, topographic
 
surveys should be done immeiately for design and construction should begun as
 
soon as ponible after that.
 

C. Thomazeau (Mannville - Duthill)
 

This project, located in the Cul-de-Sac plain near Port-au-Prince, was not
 
mentioned in the early PDAI documents, but was studied by the Irrigation

Service and Sheladia in 1981. It was included in the pre-feasibility studies
 
by J. G. White (6)and given a high priority for rehabilitation. Er
 
apparently non-technical reasons on the part of USAID, work was discontinued
 
on this project, even though it appears to offer some real potential.
 

The principal water sources are the Mannville spring at the lower end of

the area, and the Duthill springs at a higher elevation. PuImping is required

to deliver the water from Mannville spring to the proposed irrigated area. A
 
diesel powered pumping plant is in place .nud functional to lift the water
 
through a 24" diameter welded steel pipe line to a masonry lined canal along

the hillside. The water from the Duthill springs reaches the irrigated area
 
by gravity through two canals that are lined for a 
part of their length.

Total flow of the springs is estimated to be 320 lps which could likely be
 
increased by cleaning and collecting the surface seeps, especially in the case
 
of the Duthill spring. With some additional canal lining, water control
 

/
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structures and water management techniques, it may be possible to increase the 

irrigated area by 120-150 ha. The direct construction cost of this is 
Total cost, included TA, would beestimated by Sheladia to be $240,000. 

approximately $528,000. 

of the driest climates in Haiti. MAI valuesThe Thomazeau area has one 
range from 0 in December, January and February to 0.61 in October as shown 

below (4): 
Month MA value" 

November 0.08 
.00
December 


January .00
 
February .00 
March .03 
April .24 
May .57 

.17
June 

July .09 
August .30
 
September .52 
October .61 

The mean annual MAI value is 0.41. In nine months of the year, MAI values 

are below the 0.33 value considered as a danger signal (4). In only three
 
months of the year, mean MNI values are slightly above the 0.50 value where
 

the use of fertilizer may not be economical. Virtually no production is
 

possible without irrigation.
 

Some of the soils are brownish, loose and loamy, but most are dark, heavy 

and clayey. The clayey soils are plastic and moderately sticky. Fertility is 

high and physical conditions appear good for rooting, although at many places 
imperfect drainage is evident. Soil pH values are betwen 7 and 8. In 

the soils are deep. The main crops currently grown are rice,general, 
sugarcane, plantains, sorghum, sweetpotatoes, beans, eggplants, okra, tomatoes 

also grown in small areas. Two crops ofand shallot. Corn and cassava are 
the harvestvegetables are produced/year; the second crop is planted followMng 


of corn, sorghm and rice.
 

Rice is planted in March and harvested in June. A second crop of rice is 
usually planted in August and harvested in November. Bggplants are planted in 
October and November and harvest begins 100 days afterwards and continued at
 
15-day intervals; usually 5 or 8 pickings are necessary. The crop occupies
 
the land for a period of about 6 months. Under optimum conditions, 20 t/ha 
may be obtained. During the field visit, some plantings were observed, suffer
ing from restricted soil drainage. 
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Shallot, bntanically related to the onion, is a highly valued cash crop. 
It is planted in March and i n August-September and usually the harvesting 
period extends from 2 to 3 months. The March plantings command better prices 

hectare of shallot are to be asat Port-au-Prince. Returns from one reported 
high as $2000/crop. 

The marketing process is competitive, i.e., each farmer sells his/her own 
produce individually to the middleman. Farmers organizations are strong in 
Thomazeau and irrigation involves cooperative efforts. Cooperative marketing 
efforts may be worth exploration. 

Thomazeau offers a vast potential for increased vegetable crop 
production. It is relatively near to the large Port-au-Prince market, 

the soils areirrigation water is available in reasonable qtantities and if 
tilled properly, large yields can be obtained. The dry climate coupled with 
irrigation, is ideal for the production of high valued crops. 

Vegetable crops often require a systenatic protection scheme through the 
use of pesticides at appropriate intervals. Crop rotation is advisable since 
planting the same crop on the same plots tend to increase the danger from 
pests. The more disimilar the botanic relationship between crops in a 
rotation, the more effective this practice is likely to be. 

Aside from climatic and edaphic factors, the frequency of irrigation will 
depend on several factors such as the depth and distribution of the root 
system, age of the plant, rate of plant growth, population density and 
others. The following tabulation shows the typical rooting depth of various 
vegetable crops when there are no conditions impending root penetration (l)-

Shallow rooted (45 - 60 an) 

onions 
Corn 
Cabbage 

moderately deep rooted (90 - 120 an) 

Bggplants 
Beans
 
Melons 
Cucumbers
 
Peppers 

Deep rooted (more than 120 cm) 

Squash 
Tomatoes 
Watermelon 
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Wahab et al (7) have shown that on granular, permeable tropical soils, 
under irrigation, 75%of the total roots of corn, are confined to the upper 
50cm depth whereas in heavier soils about 75%of the roots are found in the 
upper 12 cm. Maximum rooting depth is as follows-

Soil rooting depth, cm 

Granular, permeable 90 to 95
 
Heavy 25 to 30
 

To provide protection to some of the more delicate vegetable crops, wind 
breaks are advisable. Quick growing plant species such as corn, sorghum, 
pigeorpea, sunflower and okra could be used as temporary windbreaks. The West 
Indian cherry (Malpjigia punicifolia) would make a suitable permanent, low 
windbreak. In addition, it will provide abundant cherries which are unusually 
high in vitamin C content. 

Essential elements in vegetable crop production are the removal of weeds 
and adequate fertilization. Some vegetable crops, like cabbage, remove as 
much as 100 kg/ha of nitrogen[ pepper, only 24. 

Yields of the main crops can be increased with adequate irrigation and 
appropriate technology to the levels indicated below-

Crop and cycle (days) Epected yield, kg/ha 

Rice, 120-140 4000-6000 
Sugarcane, 360 60000-80000 
Sorghum, 100 3000 
Sweetpotatoes, 135-150 6000-8000 
Beans, 80 1500 
Bggplants, 100 10000 
Onions, 120-130 10000 
Snap beans, 43 6000-OO
 
Melons, 65-90 10000 
Cabbage, 80-11 10000 
Watermelon, 150-165 8000 
Tomatoes, 90-100 8000 

Okra is grown in Thomazeau and in many other parts of Haiti. It is used 
as a vegetable, but it offers a vast potential as a source of oil. The Texas 
A&M/Haiti team reports that okra seeds can produce more oil than many other 
oil crops. In a replicated trial, with a population density of 20 plants/m2 

and insect control with three sprays of Malathion, without fertilizer, yields 
of around 1250 Kg/ha of dry seed were obtained (6). 

Agricultural net revenue increases attributable to irrigation at Thomazeau 
orare estimated to be roughly 150 percent of that estimated for Dubreuil, 

approximately $1,500/ha/year. With a total cost per hectare estimate of 
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$3,500, annual net revenue per $1,000 invested would be $420. Based on these 
rough cost and benefit estimates, Thomazeau appears to be one of the more 
sound projects considered by PDAI. Feasibility studies should be resumed. 

D. Damien 

This is a small system, fed by springs and pumping from groundwater, 
passing through the DARNDR compound. It is used by the FAMV for irrigation 
and livestock water on the research farm. Topographic surveys have been 
completed and the Irrigation Service is now working on the plans for 
relocating and improving the canal to serve approximately 80 ha. Some work 
has been done on cleaning the canal and inverted siphon. This project should 
receive top priority for completion. Because of its location, it should be 

can then be used to conduct irrigationrelatively easy to complete and 
experiments. Oe of the important questions for an evaluation of irrigation 
in Haiti is, what the is crop response to water? Detailed scientific 
information on this issue does not exist. Interaction studies of the response 
of various crops to different levels of irrigation water and fertilizer should
 
be initiated.
 

The direct construction cost of the needed rehabilitation work is 
estimated to be $60,000. Including TA, the total cost per hectare is only
 

$1,700. The benefits of a properly functioning irrigation research and 
demonstration facility clearly merit this low level of expenditure. 

E. Recommendation 

Based on the detailed economic analysis of the Dubreuil system and the 
foregoing comparative analysis of the Marigot, Jean Rabel, Thomazeau, and 

appears advisable to proceed with all of them eventually.Damien systems, it 
Because of the availability of topographic and design information, emphasis 
should be placed on Marigot and Thomazeau, for which the most engineering time 
has already been spent. Marigot should be pushed to completion as rapidly as 
possible. Careful and detailed analysis of the comparative costs and benefits 
of the two alternative Marigot systems should be made before one is selected 
for construction. The Damien research farm system should also receive priority 
for early rehabilitation. Jean Rabel will need a reevaluation of the diversion 
structure location. 
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VI. INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction 

to assess the institutional capability of
The purpose of this section is 

the Ministry of Agriculture to implement a continuing program of irrigation 

rehabilitation and support services. 

the past about the institutional capacity
A number of observations made in 

and Rural Developmentof the Department of Agriculture, Natural Rescurces 
still hold true today. The original PDAI Project Paper, for

(DARNDR) 
as a complex organizational structure with

instance, described DARNDR 
shortcomings in inventory control, recordkeeping, and

administrative It said that most of the
acquisition and disposal of equipment and supplies. 

vested in the Director General's
organization's power and authority are 

being far too low to attract and hold
office, and described salary levels as 
qualified personnel on a full-time basis. 

a number of highly dedicated,The Project Paper also noted that DARNDR has 
but that the "system"

well-trained and conscientious technical personnel, 

precludes a high level of functional activity. This is because of
 

that have evolved, such as employees having a short
organizational "norms" 

"Salary increments would go
work day and holding down one or two other jobs. 

of the system, providing the proper
a long way toward restructuring the norms 

werecontrol mechanisms, such as insistence on a full 8-hour work day, 


designed and enforced."
 

Inc. (MASI)A study of DARNDR by Multinational Agribusiness Systems, 


likewise observed that major institutional constraints of the Ministry of
 

stem primarily from a grossly inadequate budget.
Agriculture 

Although the objective of the PDAI irrigation component is to strengthen 
to develop and manage existing and

the capacity of the Irrigation Service 
potential water systems throughout Haiti, deep-seated institutional
 

matter of several
constraints obviously can not be expected to change ina 

years. The Project has contributed to a strengthening of the Irrigation
 

Service, primarily through short- and long-term training that has been 9
 

to Irrigation Service personnel and through the interaction of the
provided 

In general, IrrigationTechnical Assistance team with DARNDR employees. 
at Damien and in the field appear to have the technicalService personnel 

to carry out their work.capability and motivation necessary 

areSevere shortcomings do remain, however. Irrigation Service personnel 

hampered by their few numbers, by low salaries that can not attract and retain 
overexperienced engineers, and by administrative and financial bottlenecks 


which they have little control.
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The Irrigation Service oversees an estimated 48,000 hectares of irrigated
 
land involving sone 70 systems, or an estimated two-thirds of the nation's 
irrigated land. It is under the direction of a junior engineer, who 
supervises five design engineers, two statisticians, and 10 surveyors and 
draftsmen. overseeing the Irrigation Service is the Rural Engineering Office, 
which is headed by a senior engineer, assisted by three advisors -- in 
hydraulics, program and evaluation, and irrigation. 

Each district office of irrigation is headed by an engineer who reports to 
DARNDR's central Irrigation Service on technical matters and to the district 
director of agriculture (district agron8me) on administrative matters. 

This Institutional Analysis focuses on the capability of the Ministry of 
Agriculture to carry out a program of irrigation rehabilitation and support 
services. However, it must be recognized from the outset that this capability 
does not depend on DARNDR alone. It also depends on other institutions 
interacting with DARNDR, such as USAID and the Ministries of Plan and 

onFinance. Consequently, this Institutional Analysis, while concentrating 
the Ministry of Agriculture, will necessarily deal with broader institutional 
concerns outside DARNDR as well. 

B. Analysis of Constraints
 

Three main institutional factors appear to be hampering smooth project 
implementation. They are: (1)lack of proper administrative and financial 
control over the project, (2)lack of Government of Haiti resources, and (3) 
lack of communication. These problems will be discussed individual.y, though 
it must be kept in mind that they are mutually reinforcing and there is great 
overlap among them. 

1. Lack of Proper Administrative and Financial Control 

The directorship of the PDAI project has shifted continually since the 
Project began. The original Project director was later superseded by the 
Director General. Then various supervisors, coordinators and counterparts 
were named at Damien, not to mention district-level coordinators and directors. 
In addition to these changes, frequent replacements at the Minister's level 
have not contributed to continuity in project administration. The lack of 
clear authority on important operational matters, combined with the 
centralized decision-making authority traditionally vested in the Director 
General, clearly have hurt the project. One Ministry of Plan official 
lamented to the team, "All kinds of people sign for all kinds of things. The 
personnel are in perpetual movement. We don't know from one year to another 
who will be in charge. Who is in charge of that project?" 

An example of how lack of proper administratrive control has hampered the 
Project is illustrated by the lag inprocessing of Project Implementation
 
Letters (PILs), documents filed to release AID loan money for payment of 
Project materials. In January 1982, the Government of Haiti started 
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construction work on the Dubreuil project without waiting for the loan money 
1982, however, that the first PIL -to be released. It wasn't until November 

PIL No. 20 for $90,000 -- was initiated. The loan money was not released 

until June 1983. By this time, DARNDR had spent nearly $140,000 on 
that really should have been advanced byconstruction materials -- an amount 

This created many budgetary problems, given the HaitianAID as a loan. 
slowdownsgovernment's slim resources, and played a role in subsequent work 

was at a virtual standstill on twoand stoppages. (Project field work 

cccasions, from May to August 1982 and from December 1982 through June 1983.)
 

The delay in release of loan money was apparently due to several factors, 

including lack of awareness by GOH Project officials that loan money could be 

used for the purchase of such materials as sand, gravel and cement, in addition 
a lack of clear responsibility at DARNDR forto vehicles. Moreover, there was 

developing the technical and financial information necessary for initiation of 
-- a query of DARNDR officialsPILs. This situation appears to prevail today 

regarding who is responsible for initiating PILs drew varied and uncertain 

responses. 

this matter, more careful supervision of theWith regard to AID's role in 
contact with Project administrators atProject's financial needs and closer 

DARNDR might have assured more timely initiation of PILs and release of loan 
lessened the Project's financial troubles.funds, and ultimately might have 

PIL No. 22 for about $220,000 -(A second PIL for the Dubreuil Project --

The money has not been released, however, pending Government ofwas approved. 


Haiti submission of proper documentation for the expenditure of AID funds
 
provided for damages caused by Hurricane Allen in IPugust 1980.)
 

Lack of proper management and finmacial controls by DAP.NDR resulted in a 
In an attempt to rectifyballooning of employees paid under the PDAI Project. 

this, and to pay off Project debts accumulated from October 1982 to March
 

1983, drastic slashes were made in April 1983 in the number of PDAI
 
employees. In Port-au-Prince, the number of employees paid under the project
 
plummeted from approximately 100 to about 20. Correspondingly, Port-au-Prince 

in February comparedsalaries paid under the PDAI Project amounted to $10,372 

to $2,889 in May. Salary supplements totalling $3,520 in March were
 
completely eliminated at Damien (Port-au-Prince).
 

of PDAI employees dropped from an estimated 35 toIn Les Cayes, the number 
cases employees16. Supplemental salaries were also cut here, though in some 

working with the Project were able to receive a contract that effectively
 
replaced the salary supplement. At current levels, PDAI personnel make up
 

about 20 percent of the Irrigation Service staff.
 

Inadequate supervision also contributed to Project funds being used for 

other projects. Sometimes money was "borrowed" from the Project, with funds 
In other cases, resources for another activitynot forthcoming for repayment. 
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used without thought of reimbursing the PDAI were scarce and Project money was 
funds being used for non-PDAI activities is aaccount. An example of PDAI 

payment for personal insurance for 1,226 DARNDR employees that was recently 

made with Project funds. 

The problem of insufficient Project supervision by DARNDR has been 

compounded by the lack of strong Project monitoring/management by AID in the 

This situation has been rectified with the recent appointment of apast. 
capable AID project manager who is eager to provide comprehensive management 

support to his Haitian counterpart. 

2. Lack of Resources 

is only a partialLack of administrative and financial controls 
explanation for the excess number of employees staffed under PDAI in the past 

use of PDAI funds for other DARNDR activities. Lack of resources
and for the 

also plays an important role. The Government of Haiti is caught in a serious
 

fiscal austerity program mandated by the Internationalcrunch between a 
an agreed share of investmentMonetary Fund (IMF) and its commitments to cover 

recurrent costs resulting from these projects, as noted in the
projects and 

for Haiti.current Country Development Strategy Statement (CSS) 

use of PDAI funds can not be condoned, at the sameThough unauthorized 
time it must be recognized that DARNDR administrators, faced with other 

necessary activities starved for money, are tempted to use PDAI funds for 
(especially in the absence of the proper administrativethese other activities 

Part of the problem in the past also stemmed fromcontrols over the money). 
the fact that, with the advent of PDAI, agronomists who had never before 

managed large projects suddenly found themselves responsible for allocating 

large sums of money, according to DANDR officials. 

resources at DARNDR has led to technicallyThus, a basic lack of financial 
use of PDAI money has prompted AIDimproper use of PDAI money. In turn, such 

and the Ministry of Plan to take corrective measures. These measures further 
aconstrict DARNDR financial resources and effectively put the PDAI project in 

stranglehold. 

really atMore specifically, it is the allocation of PL-480 money that is 


issue here. GOH counterpart funds theoretically come from two sources: the
 

National Treasury and PL-480 funds, derived from the sale inHaiti of U.S.
 
with Title I loans. Incommodities purchased by the Haitian Government 

the Title I money accounts for nearly all counterpart fundsreality, however, 
for the PDAI project. 

costs of field constructionThese counterpart funds, which are to cover 
labor, are the weak link in project funding. The other sources of funds -

and AID loan money forAID'grant money for technical assistance and training, 

-- pose relatively no problem.
materials, equipment and turn-key contracts 

(This, of course, assumes that PILs are initiated in a more timely fashion in 
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the future to ensure the release of loan money when needed and that problems
 

with AID holding loan checks hostage for accountability on hurricane 
relief
 

funds will not recur.)
 

The PDAI project did not receive any counterpart funds from the Ministry
 

of Plan from October 1982 to February 1983. Although the PDAI Project
 

director originally requested a budget of $1 million, the Ministry of Plan
 

rejected this, offering a $300,000 budget instead. Finally, inFebruary 1983,
 

the Project director and Ministry of Plan representatives agreed on 
a budget
 

Payments totalling $279,677.60
of $500,000 for the remainder of FY 82-83. 

were made in March, April and May, and then discontinued beginning in

June.
 

On August 9, 1983, the Master Account for the PDAI project, where money
 

allocated by the Minstry of Plan isdeposited, had a balance of $40,585.80.
 

Reportedly at AID's insistence, the Ministry of Plan credited the account 
with
 

an additional $100,000 for a total balance of $140,585.80.
 

The problem of irregular and insufficient disbursement of Title I monies
 

is not a new one. The 1982 Inspector General's Audit Report noted that from 

September 30, 1976 to January 31, 1982, DARNDR requested $7.7 million for PDAI "The lack
operations, of which only $3.5 million was released to the Project. 


of adequate GOH financial support to the project coupled with administrative
 

bottlenecks at DARNDR have disrupted field operations," the Audit concluded.
 

(Inspector General Audit Report No. 1-521-82-16, p. 29)
 

problem. Whether
Disruption of field operations continues to be a 


sporadic and inadequate funding causes these work slowdowns or whether the
 

work slowdowns themselves cause the withholding of Title I funds by 
the
 

Ministry of Plan becomes something of a chicken-and-egg argument. Ministry of
 

Agriculture officials maintain that progress on the Project has been held 
up
 

Ministry of Plan officials counter that
by interruptions in funding flows. 

That's why it's not getting
"the Proj-ct isnot moving in the first place. 


money. ,, 

The Ministry of Plan has legitimate reasons for withholding disbursements
 

to DARNDR. They include the following:
 

It is the
 
- Concentration of operating costs in DARNDR's central office. 

Ministry of Plan's position that most salary costs should be concentrated
 

in Les Cayes for the field personnel working on the Dubreuil project.
 

Yet, in reality, about 60 percent of these costs were concentrated in
 
(InFY 84, this situation is expected to change,
Port-au-Prince in FY 82. 


with 53 percent of salary costs budgeted for personnel in Les Cayes, 17
 

percent in Port-au-Prince, and 28 percent inMarigot.).
 

Ministry of Plan
 
- Lack of clear authority at DARNDR for the Project. 

officials complain that Project reponsibility isdiffused among too many 

people and that they are not kept informed of changes in Project 

directorship.
 

/ 
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- Use of MAI project funds for activities not related to the Project and 

for overall DARNDR operating expenses. These expenditures, though perhaps 

for legitimate DARNDR operations, are not Project-related and are often 
incurred under the guise of general "institution-building." 

- Non-submittal of quarterly activity reports to the Ministry of Plan, as 

required by Haitian law. The Ministry of Plan says it must withhold 

funding unless the reports are filed and it has proof that payments are
 

made according to their stated purpose.
 

Simply stated, the Ministry of Plan contends that DARNDR has more than
 

enough money for the PDAI Project, while DARNDR maintains that the Project has
 

about $200,000 indebts to pay off. Plan officials counter this argument,
 

however, saying they never see paid bills as required under their
 

documentation system. Moreover, they feel confident the reason they never sec
 

the paid bills is because DARNDR is misallocating PDAI money.
 

DARNDR officials, for their part, have argued in the past that when faced 

with financial difficulties, the Ministry of Agriculture ultimately has the 

right to use PDAI funds for general DARNDR operational expenses that are not
 
however, DARNDR hasspecifically related to the Project. Since April 1983, 

committed itself to dis-allowing such expenditures.
 

1egardless of past digressions, it is clear that a no-win situation
 

exists. Mile the Ministry of Plan is justified in its criticisms of DARNDR's 

financial management of PDAI, the corrective measures it takes effectively
 

"throw the baby out with the bath water." For want of counterpart funds, the
 

PDAI project suffers and remaining Project funding, namely AID grant and loan
 

money, are wasted in the process.
 

3. Lack of Communication
 

Better communication among DARNDR, AID and Ministry of Plan officials
 

involved with the PDAI project might alleviate many of the problems that
 
For example, DARNDR officials responsible for Project
currently exist. 


accounting seem unaware of the need for signed bills to be returned to the
 
It is not clear that the Ministry of Plan has specifically
Ministry of Plan. 


outlined its requirements to DARNDR personnel. A meeting of Plan and DARNDR
 

officials closely involved with the project might lead to DARNDR officials
 
better understanding of the requirements. At the same time, Ministry
having a 


of Plan officials might gain an increased awareness of some of DARNDR's
 

difficulties in complying with the requirements.
 

Such a meeti;a could also be a first step in alleviating the complex
 

system now in place for authorization of checks drawn on the PDAI Master
 

Account (Account No. 799). G)H Development Budget funds are deposited in this
 

periodic basis by the Ministry of Finance as authorized by the
account on a 
Ministry of Plan, based on a programming document agreed on by the Ministries 

of Plan and Agriculture. Checks drawn on the Master Acount must not only 
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have the signature of the PDAI Project Director but also appropriate officials 
at the Court of Accounts and the Ministry of Finance. A DARNDR employee then 
personally goes to the Ministry of Finance to retrieve the check. (Also, on 
receipt of a check, the beneficiary signs for it. These substantiating papers 
are supposed to be returned to the Ministry of Plan. This, however, 
apparently either does not occur or occurs sporadically.) 

Obviously, this process is cumbersome, and with so many signatures 
involved, long delays in the disbursal of checks are inevitable. Alternatives 
exist for improving the system, such as eliminating some of the signatures 
(and accompanying time delays) now required, increasing the Revolving Fund 
account (Account No. 829-6) so day-to-day operations can be pursued with fewer 
time delays, or perhaps giving DARNDR more autonomy accompanied by periodic 
audits. 

Another area of misunderstanding between the Ministries of Agriculture and 
Plan involves the reliance by the Ministry of Plan on DARNDR's bank statement 
for current information on the Project's financial status, while DARNDR 
officials base their assessment of PDAI funding needs on figures from their 
accrual accounting system. On July 31, 1983, for example, the Project balance 
in the bank was $45,400, a sum Plan officials deemed sufficient for the 
remainder of the fiscal year. The actual balance, however, was only about 
$9,000 because of -utstanding checks, according to DARNDR Project 
administrators.
 

Improved communication between AID, DARNDR and Ministry of Plan officials 
might lead to some constructive efforts to alleviate Irrigation Service budget 
pressures so there would be less of a compulsion to use PDAI funds for 
non-PDAI purposes. A case in point is the dearth of funds available to the 
Irrigation Service for general Operations and Maintenance of country-wide 
irrigation systems, as shown in the figures below provided by the Irrigation 
Service. They also demonstrate the extreme variability of funding levels, 
rendering planning difficult, at best: 

Operations & Maintenance Funds for Irrigation Systems in Haiti 

1975-76 $1,100,000 
1976-77 $1,200,000 
1977-78 $ 875,150 
1978-79 $ 120,000 
1979-80 $2,207,570 
1980-81 -0
1981-82 $ 164,608
 
1982-83 -0-


Closer collaboration between DARNDR and AID could perhaps lead to efforts 
to deal with this problem, such as initiation of a project that would provide 
overall support for O&M needs of irrigation systems nationwide. 
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C. Future Funding Considerations 

For Fiscal Year 1983-84, it is estimated the PDAI irrigation component
will require GOH counterpart funds of $440,000. The Ministry of Plan has
 
allocated $400,000 to the entire PDAI project, of which about one-third or
$133,333 is set aside for the irrigation component. Given the Project's
budgetary history, however, allocations by the Ministry of Plan do not ensure 
the disbursal of that amount to DARNDR. 

PDAI officials plan to spend this money in the first six months of the 
fiscal year, demonstrate to the Ministry of Plan that the money has been 
well-spent, and then request additional funding for the remainder of the 
Fiscal Year. They are hopeful that some money unutilized for other projects 
or other PDAI components can be transferred to PDAI, and feel confident that 
all Phase II work could be completed in one year if sufficient funding is 
available. 

DARNDR officials are optimistic about th £'.nancial health of the PDAI
project in FY 83-84 for several reasons. One, they say the number of DARNDR 
projects has been substantially lowered, reducing concomitant financial 
obligations. Another factor that will contribute to smoother implementation
is the intent of PDAI administrators to rely more on contracts for completion
of Phase II work, which can legitimately be paid for by loan funds. 
Additionally, Irrigation Service officials say the imminent release of the PIL 
No. 22 money will ensure that payrolls are paid even if there is a delay in 
the availability of government counterpart funds. Thus, work stoppages which
occurred in the past due to lack of GOH counterpart funds, will not be likely 
in future months, according to these officials. Of course, this premise is
dependent on AID's issuance of the $212,000 loan check it is holding due to
unsatisfactory accounting of 1980 hurricane relief funds. 

D. Conclusion 

In light of the past problems with GOH counterpart funding, it is
difficult for the evaluation team to be optimistic that similar funding
probles will not occur in the future. Though DARNDR officials are beginning
to understand the PIL process, future timely disbursal of AID loan money is 
still not assured. Besides loan money, however, the real. financial hang-up of 
the PDAI project is GOH counterpart funds. Even now, for example, at 
Dubreuil, there is money in the Les Cayes bank account for materials (AD loan 
money), but none available for labor costs (GOH counterpart money), and 
district salaries are not fully paid up. 

A big factor affecting the future course of the Project will be the 
motivation and commitment of Ministry of Agriculture officials to support the
Project and see that it succeeds. The Ministry of Agriculture appears to have 
personnel who are technically capable of implenp.nting a continuing program of 
irrigation rehabilitation and support services. What is required is firm 
commitment from the top levels of the Ministry of Agriculture on down to 
adhere to PDAI budgets and to comply with project funding regulations. 
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At the same time, the evaluation team feels strongly that AID must not 

abandon pursuit of the objective of the PDAI irrigation component to 
Granted, the

strengthen the institutional capacity of the Irrigation Service. 
But anyhave serious institutional weakneuses.

Irrigation Service and DARNDR 
Haiti that is to endure requires the

improvement of irrigation systems in 
involvement of the Ministry of Agriculture's irrigation Service. 

resolveby the Ministry of Agriculture to the PDAI project and
Commitment the success

by AID to assist the Ministry's efforts will ultimately determine 
to its ronclusicV..of the PDAI irrigation component from this 	point 

E. 	 Recommendations 

to a
1. 	 Loan money for turn-key contracts should be used greater deXtent 

reliance on the jointfor field construction work to reduce 
loan and Title I funds and to help ensure that

availability of AID 
,.ue to a lack of GOH counterpartfuture work stoppages do not occur 

Increased use of contracts
funds for field construction labor costs. 
will not only lead to more effective use of all Project funds, but 

will also ensure to a greater extent that the loan money is 
utilized by the Project's completion date.

completely and effectively 

a strong commitment, at all
2. The Ministry of Agriculture should make 

budget and funding regulations so that
levels, to adhere to the PDAI 

In doing so, DARNDR will reduce
it may re-establish its credibility. 

fundsthe likelihood of future interruption of GOH counterpart 
in the Project's financial management.because of irregularities 

recon. endations is considexedThe implementation of these two 
critical to the smooth functioning of the Project in the future. Tb 

facilitate their implementation, the foll:o;ing measures are suggested. 

3. A strong, full-time director/coordinator is needed for the PDAI 
the necessary leadership and close supervision of

project to provide 
day-to-day Project operations. This director/coordinator should not 

and thus should be able to devote hishave other responsibilities, 

full attention to the PDAI project.
 

aIn addition, an internal DARNDR proposal that calls for 
to have merit and should befor the PDAI appearsCoordinating Council 

pursued further. As proposed, this PDAI Coordinating Council would 
Executive Secretary (to be

meet twice a month and be headed by an 
filled by someone other than the director/coordinator). members of 

the Council would include the directors of the various offices having 
the four PDPI components, as well as a delegateresponsibilities for 

from the Secretary of State. Office directors would be assisted by 

the chiefs of services directly involved with PDAI components. This 

proposal holds promise for stimulating greater collaboration and 

communication among those officials working in the four PDAI 
to ultimately strengthen the individualcomponents, and could serve 


components, including that of irrigation.
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4. The Ministry of Agriculture and AID should jointly monitor and manage 
Project loan funds. The PDAI Director/Coordinator at DARNDR and the 
AID Project Manager should meet on a monthly basis as part of their 
joint management functions to review the status of loan disbursements 
and verify that funds are spent in such a way that reimbursement will 
be possible. Furthermore, responsibility for the preparation of 
technical and financial information necessary for initiaion and 
processing of PILs should be firmly established at the Ministry of 
Agriculture so there is no question that this function will be 
carried out as needed. The future financial stability of the Project 
depends on the timely initiation of PIL requests by someone 
knowledgeable about the process. The Project accountant and the 
Irrigation Service chief would appear to be the logical persons to 
carry out this responsibility. 

5. The Ministry of Agriculture and AID should jointly manage Title I 
funds. Project-related financial and management information reviewed 
on a monthly basis by DARNDR and AID Project management should 
include all PDAI financial accounting records, payrolls, job 
descriptions and fund allocations. Closer supervision of Title I 
funds for PDAI will help guide the Project, assure that Title I money 
can be used effectively to support loan money activities, and avert 
the drastic cut-off of Title I funds by the Ministry of Plan, as has 
occurred in the past. 

6. AID should consult regularly with the Ministry of Plan regarding the 
amount and timing of Title I disbursements It the M)AI project. AID 
should further wck to ensure that Ministry of Plan standards and 
prerequisites for Title I disbursements are applied consistently 
among AID-financed projects. 

7. Title I funds should be used to a greater extent to support salaries 
of field personnel, and to further efforts already underway by DARNDR 
to concentrate more Project funds outside Port-au-Prince. Rectifying 
the current imbalance that favors Damien employees is especially 
critical in view of the absence of supplemental earning opportunities, 
such as university teaching, which exist in Port-au-Prince but not in 
outlying areas. Furthermore, PDAI district personnel should not be 
overlooked for consideration when training opportunities arise. 

8. AID should encourage representatives from the Ministries of Plan and 
Agriculture (especially middle-level officials uk*owledgeable about 
day-to-day Project operations) to meet to resolve current problems of 
insufficient documentation provided by DARNDR to the Ministry of 
Plan. It may be that documentation problems cited by the Ministry of 
Plan are superficial and not fundamental to the problem of recurrent 
withholding of Title I money. Nonetheless, a meeting between 
representatives of these ministries might pave the way to resolution 
of more fundamental issues that are having a detrimental effect on 
the Project. 

V 
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9. 	 The Ministry of Plan, DARNDR and AID should address the need for 
Operations &Maintenance (O&M) funds for other irrigation systems in 
Haiti. The pressure on Irrigation Service Personnel to use MAI 
funds for non-authorized expenditures is heightened when other 
irrigation systems in the country do not have basic O&M funds. A new 
project allowing for general supprt of irrigation systems in Haiti 
is one alternative that might be considered. 

10. 	 Means to simplify the current procedures for checks drawn on the PDAI 
Master 	Account (Account No. 799) should be sought. Given the numerous 

long time delays in the actual disbursal ofsignatures required, 
checks are inevitable. If simplification of this system appears 
infeasible, then funds allocated to the Revolving Fund (Account No 
829-G) should be sufficiently ircreased to allow for the smooth flow 

of funds for day-to-day operations. In addition, district-level 
financial needs should be provided in monthly, or preferably 
quarterly, disbursements, reducing lengthy delays in approval and 

on the bank account at Lesdisbursement of individual checks drawn 
Cayes. Districts should ideally be given more autonomy in financial 
management and decision-making. 

use of11. 	 PDAI administrators who adhere to regulations involving the 
PDAI funds and who, in the process, take stances that are unpopular 
with other DARteR officials, should receive the full backing and 
support of AID. 
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VII. TECHNICkL ASSISRANCE 

A. Assessment of TA Performance 

The required technical assistance for the irrigation component of the 

project is being provided by Sheladia Associates, Inc. Their contract which 
became effective January 7, 1980, provided for a total of 198 person months of 
the following specialists-

Engineering management specialist/Team Leader 45 pm 
Irrigation engineer, design and construction 36 pm 
Irrigation engineer, operation and maintenance 45 pm 
on-farm specialist, irrigation practices 36 pm 
Short term consultants as needed 36 pm 

198 person monthsTotal 

At the time of the evaluation, approximately 170 person months had been 
a balance of about 28 person months and $112,000 of the $1.9provided, leaving 

million dollars allocated for technical assistance. The present Sheladia team, 
in residence, consists of an operations and maintenance engineer, who also 
acts as team leader, and a construction engineer. The technical assistance as 
provided by Sheladia to date is as follows-

Project management and team leader Jan 1980 - July 1981 

Operation &Maintenance Jan 1980 - Present
 
(also team leader since July 1981)
 

Water application Mar 1980 - Mar 1983 

Jan 1980 - PresentConstruction 

Design Engineer Mar 1982 - Dec 1982 

Dec 1981 - July 1983Hydrologist 

The consultants were to provide expertise in irrigation project 
management, irrigation systems planning, in-service training, irrigation 
design and construction, water systems operations and maintenance, on-farm 
usage of water and irrigation feasibility studies. Through this technical 
assistance they were to strengthen the capacity of the Irrigation Service of 
DARNDR to develop and manage the existing and potential irrigation systems in 
Haiti. This was to be done in part thru field work on two specific systems,
 
Dubreuil and Jean Rabel plus another two systems to be identified. 

Overall, very limited results have been accomplished by the TA team. The 
high TA costs have not yielded significant results. But Sheladia is not 
solely responsible for the lack of progress. The team members did not arrive 

*
*c, 
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in Haiti in the most logical order to implement their contract, particularly 
management specialist who arrived too earlyin the case of the on-farm water 

in the project (March 1980) to really be effective. He did provide assistance 
in the Dubreuil project and developingin organizing water user associations 

While some lead time prior toirrigation schedules and operation plans. 
delivery of irrigation water is required for these activities, his expertise 

later in Givencould have been much more effectively utilized the project. 

the status of DARNDR and the numerous Conditions Precedent in the project 
the full team so early, and AID paper, the advisability of Sheladia mobilizing 

allowing them to do so, is questionable. 

After its arrival in 1980, the team was reportedly instructed by USAID not 

to work wiLh the Irrigation Service until the Conditions Precedent of the 
were also the additional problems ofproject paper were met. There 

office space, etc. Thus the team essentially did nothingtransportation, 
until July 1981 when some activities were begun. The Integrated Agricultural 

that their only about
Developme1nt Audit Report (September 1982) suggests was 

during this time.25%utilization of the available manpower 

Another reason for -he underutilization of the TA is related to the 
personnel in the Irrigationlimited absorptive capacity of the DARNDR 


Service. There were few senior experienced Haitian engineers to serve as
 
qualified for the
counterparts to the consultants, who were generally over 

relatively straight forward requirements of the irrigation projects. It 

that in many cases there was too broad a gap to bridge between theseemed 
terms of age and knowledge andconsultants and their counterpart, both in 

was also turnover in personnel due to GOH engineers leavingexperience. There 

because low salaries and better opportunities available elsewhere within the
 

both long and short term training. Off-shore
GH. Others were sent for 
in thetraining has been essential, but it has stretched the limited manpower 


Irrigation Service.
 

The TA worked largely on a one-to-one 	basis with GOH counterpart 
and more productive interactionspersonnel, largely insulated from broader 


with DARNDR engineers. They were not responsible in a general sense to the
 

head of the Irrigation Service. in addition there were language problems and 

a sense of isolation as a result of Sheladia establishing offices outside of 

Damien. 

Some working papers and manuals have been prepared by various members of 

the TA team. Manuals of Hwlrology, Design and Water Application are available 

in English and reportedly Le being translated into French. A paper was 
on Irrigation Development on Small Farmprepared by the first team leader 

The present team leaderUnits and is available in both English and French. 
has prepared a paper on the need for reorientation of operation and 

The most recent publication is a ui.lingual report on
maintenance procedures. 
the Suggested Physical and Financial Program for achieving the targets of the 

irrigation component of the T.DAT project. All of t'iese except the last one
 

appear to be prepared exclusively by the TA team members with little input
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The design manual for example seems incomplete as it 
from Haitian personnel. 

on conditions at the project sites 
does not include any typical design based 

i.e. Dubreuil.
 

when asked about these 
Many people in the irrigation service at Damien, 

aware of them 
manuals, didn't know about them, and one person who was 

One thing that is obviously
questioned their applicability and usefulness. 
the TA scope of work is a procedure for the selection 

missing as called for in 
of irrigation systems for rehabiliation to establish their technical and 

tried to initiate some 
economic feasibility. The TA indicated they have 

action in this area but received no support from DARNDR. 

a very close working relationship between the 
There does not appear to be 

to 
members of the TA team and the Irrigation Service. Part of this may be due 

from Damien. Many Irrigation
the TA team maintaining a separate office away 

Service personnel see the team leader primarily as a liason officer with USAID 
are met for fund disbursements,to see that all USAID requirementsand someone 

alongside them on the design and
rather than as technical person working 

While this role is legitimately
implementation of the irrigation projects. 

he should involve Damien personnel so that 
part of the team leaders duties, 

can
they become familiar with requirements 	and procedures and assume this 

that the TA work more closely
responsibility in the future. It is recommended 

as 	 their offices at 
with, and report to the Irrigation Service, well as have 

felt that this would be a better
Damien. Most Damien professionals 

arrangement.
 

B. 	 Future TA
 

for 198 person months at an estimated

The present contract with Sheladia 

At that time there will be a 
cost of $1.9 million, ends September 30, 1983. 


27 person months and $141,000. At the current rate
 
balance of approximately 


this would provide for about 12 person months of TA.

of expenditures 

The evaluation team feels that continued TA will be required if the 

to carry out its proposed plan of completing 2000 ha of 
Irrigation Service is 

of course,Achivement of this will,
irrigation rehabiliation by October 1985. 

funds through the
depend on the timely availability of both USAID and GOH 

addressed elsewhere in this report. There 
elimination of money constraints 

the past. 
are some indications that future progress will be better than in 

After being at a standstill for six months, construction activity on the
 
a


Dubreuil system has been resumed. The 	Irrigation Service has reasonably 
and threesome experience and training,adequate staff who have acquired 

In

additional 
 training participants will be returning within six months. 

for technical assistance will be greater
other words the, absorptive capacity 


than any time previously.
during the coming year 

there 
In addition to the design and construction help that will be needed, 

is some help required in updating or initiating feasibility studies. With the 

I of the Dubreuil project, scheduled for September 30,
completion of Phase 
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1983,there will 	be need for some O&M and water application technical 
view of all these needs and assuming that the financialassistance. In 

that 	the present tworestraints on construction are removed, it is recommended 
member team be retained through FY 1984. Under the existing contract with 

Sheladia this would cost approximately $240,000, and require an additional 

$100,000 grant funding. If progress in FY 1984 is satisfactory, it is further 
FY 1985 so that 	the team
recommended that additional TA funding be sought in 

could remain until June 1985 (PACD). Implementation of this most desirable 

option allows for continuity in the technical assistance. This is essential 

for rapid project implementation. 

If there are no more funds in the PDAI project that can be made available 
for TA, then one alternative is to try to maximize the number of person months 
with the remaining money through personal services contracts. This would 
allow for approximately 18 person months of TA and could be used for one 

year 	plus six months of the second teamconsultant for a period of one 
member. This, of course, requires that Sheladia be willing to release its 
people from the company and allow them to take personal services contracts for 
the same project. The use of the same professionals is necessary to provide 

continuity in the technical assistance. 

A less desireable alternative is to extend the present contract with
 

Sheladia and keep only one of the team members for an additional twelve
 
This would likely require that GOH hire a local senior engineer to
months. 


work directly with the TA and be in a position to continue the project after 
the TA left in September 1984. 

The least desireable alternative is to lose the continuity of the current 
TA. While PSC arrangements could be made with other consulting engineers, the
 

loss in time needed to identify and select a qualified candidate and the time
 
required to free up the current grant funds for new TA plus the loss in job
 
specific information would mean a severe discontinuity for the project.
 

C. ltcommendations 

1. For continuity and to provide assistance to the Irrigation Service
 
staff who are now in a better position to effectively utilize
 
technical assistnce than at any other time in the life of the
 
project, the same two experts should be retained until the PACD if
 
funds allow.
 

2. 	The TA should locate its offices at Damien and become an integral
 
working part of the Irrigation Service, reporting to its chief.
 

3. 	The GOH should provide several qualified counterparts to work with
 
each of the TA so as to make more effective use of this costly, but
 
needed resource.
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APPENIDIX 

A. CROPS AND CROP AI,A I-VkT UNDER IRRIGATION
 

IN THE DUBREIL AREA
 

Main Cash Crops 

Beans: Beans are planted from September to Octolbr Wh-, I:he rains are 

more torrential and also towards the end of February or beginning of March 
(3 rows in 150 cm beds andwhen the rains are "softer", at 50 cm betwen rows 

An application of 1000 kg/ha of triple superphosphate7.5 cm between plants. 
should be banded at planting. Irrigation must be as follows: 5 cm weekly 

from planting until grain filling. At 78 to 83 days some 1500 kg/ha could be 

harvested (7,15). 

Tobacco: Tobacco appears to be a very promising cash crop for the 

region. Tobacco production is particularly suitable for small farmers. The 

most widely planted tobacco is of the Virginia type and is used mostly for 

cigarettes. Tobacco growing requires careful preparation of seedbeds. In the 

Ducis area the seedlings are transplanted at 1 1/2 month of age. The planting 

season covers September and October. Harvesting usually begins in December 

and extends until mid-March. A 12-12-10 fertilizer is used at the rate of 100 
Farmers maintain a continuous spraying program atpounds/l/16 of a carreaux. 

Sevin, Decis and Azodrina 6-day interval to control leaf sucking insects. 
are commonly used. Leaves are harvested individually as they reach the
 

to "cure"
appropriate stage. They are then tied and hung in sheds or barns 
for 22 days. Then they are piled until marketed. 

Rice: Rice can be grown in the Dubreuil Project Area at an' -2of the 

year 1 irrigation water is available. It should be planted I wie most level 
i Ii some of thelands, particularly those with heavier subsoils as observed 

hoed down to about 15 cm, then levelledlowlands. Fields should be cleared, 
smoothed with a land plane. The best performing varietiesif possible or 


should be chosen.
 

If it does not rain, the field should be irrigated and drained soon after 
or 10 days later. Two to three weeks after planting, theplanting and again 8 

retain water, 10 to 20 cmfield should be weeded and flooded. If the soil can 
If not, it should be flooded atshould be maintained on the surface. 

intervals to maintain favorable moisture for rice production. About 1.25 cm
 

of water should be applied daily to permanently flooded fields and 10 cm of
 

water every week to fields irrigated at intervals. Irrigation should be
 

terminated a few days after the panicles bend with the weight of the grain.
 
It has been observed elsewhere that medium and long-grain varieties produce 

not irrigated (17). Thisapproximately 20% and the short-grain 40% less when 

highlights the benefits of timely irrigation of rice fields.
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10-5-15 fertilizer should be applied and incor-
About 1200 kg/ha of a 

60 kg of zinc sulfate should be also 
into the soil. If necessary,porated kg of nitrogen/ha should be 

applied if soil pH is higher than 7. About 125 
2 to 4 pints of 

applied 30 to 40 days after planting. If cutworms appear, 
should be applied.18 gal. of water/ha,Diazinon diluted in 

are harvested 90 to 100 days after planting 
The short-grained varieties to 140 days. It 

while the long or intermediate grained varieties require 120 
five crops ineventwo rice crops/year and 

is therefore possible to produce 
to 5,000 kg of rough

each yielding about 4,000sametwo years on the land, 

rice per ha (15,17).
 

Corn: Under conditions in Puerto Rico, grain yields of Pioneer variety 
7274 without irrigation, i.e.,

kg/ha when irrigated;X-306 have reached 8,724 mm of rain fell at the 
During the study period, 583.4 

15% difference (18). This deficit ofa 
from a class A pan amounted to 692.1 rm. 

area and evaporation to the irrigatednun of waterthan offset by applying 177.8 mm was more152.4 water as often as necessary to maintain a 
plot. The irrigated plot received 

corn yields were obtained with 60
The high

water tension of less than 1 bar. 
At a second location, maximum non

to 120 kg/ha of nitrogen fertilizer. 
 corn on open, porous soilwhite kernel
irrigated grain yields (4.8 t/ha) of a 

on heavier soils with a higher nitrogen 
well below the 8.3 t/ha obtainedwere during its growing cycle,

(12). Corn should have enough water 
supplying power From 1.3 to 2.5 cm of water 
particularly at flowering and grain filing. does not rain 
should be applied after planting; repeated 

every 2-3 days if it 
should be applied (5).

and then 3.5 cm/weekduring germination; 

at Damien, corn variety Levy 78-35 appears 
Under the conditions prevailing 

mm after flowering (10).
of water prior to flowering and 157 

to need 197 mm 
These figures represent theoretical calculations that need further refinement. 

7827 on fertilized and 
yields of variety La MaquinaOverall mean local corn produces 2.61 t/ha. 

unfertilized fields have been 2.94 t/ha while 
overall yields,kg/ha of nitrogen as urea,

With the application of 80 
2.35 t/ha without nitrogen

have been 3.20 t/ha vs.
irrespective of varieties, 

Applications of phosphorus fertilizer did not significantly
fertilizer. 2.82 t/ha). No significant yield= 
affect yields (zero P = 2.72 t/ha; 50 kg P 

differences could be attributed to plant 
density at levels above 44,000
 

2.75 t/ha).280 t/ha; 58,000 plants = = plants/ha (44,000 plants 

Additional tests showed overall yield increases attributable to nitrogen 
corn yield. Local
 

fertilization at the rate of 80 kg/ha of nearly 20% in 


varieties with nitrogen produced 2.75 t/ha while La Maquina 7928 produced
 

/.
3.64 t/ha, an increase of about 33% 

2/ Dr. Michael Yates, Personal communication, 
Les Cayes, August 23, 1983. 
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fine and fibrous and can go deeperSorghum: The sorghum root system is 
into the soil than other crops such as corn. Under conditions in Puerto Rico 

on porous soils with or without irrigation, roots can reach a depth of 90 to 

100 cm, but about 75% of the roots are generally confined to the upper 15-30 cm 

of soil (1,19). The greatest demand for water occurs between the boot and 
The total seasonal requirement for a 6,300 kg/ha crop ofgrain-filling stage. 

about 50-70 angrain sorghum in the Central Plains of t- United States is 
one or two during(8). If necessary, one irrigation prior to sowing and maybe 

season should suffice. The effect of irrigation on stover yieldsthe growing 
of grain sorghum on b porous, well-drained clay soil in Puerto Rico is shown 

in the following tabulation (19): 

Moisture Status Dry stover yields, kg/ha 

Irrigated 
Nonirrigated 

4831 
3827 

At Paysandu, Uruguay,mean grain sorghum yields from 10 varieties were as
 

follows (9):
 

Time of Planting Grain yields, kg/ha
 

Dry summer 3,000
 
Moist summer 5,000
 

These data show that grain shorghum, although tolerant to moisture stress, 

can indeed use moisture to advantage. 

two crops of grain sorghum under irrigation atIt is posoible to produce 
Les Cayes. If improved varieties are used, properly fertilized and managed, 
yields of 4000 to 5000 kg/ha can be obtained per crop (14,15). 

The following tabulation shows that under conditions of unlimited 
(8):moisture, sorghum can consume large amounts of water 

Growth stage, emergence to Cumulative water use, cm 

10-1330 cm 
13-25Boot 

Grain dough 45-50 
Maturity 50-60
 

The beneficial effects of irrigation on grain sorghum have been confirmed 

in the Great Pains of the United States (13) as shown in the following 
tabulation:
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n Yields, Kg/haAvailable water, 

0230 
120255 
900
305 


2000355 
3750
405 

5800
455 


Increasing the water supply produced heavier yields. These results were 

obtained on soils of moderate to good fertility, using an improved variety and 

grown without weeds. 

Sorghum growth patterns and tillering behavior permit harvesting several 

crops from a single planting. 

Secondary Cash crops 

Pigeonpeas: Pigeonpeas are highly drought-tolerant but require moisture 
The main 

at planting and at flowering and fruiting (2.5 cm-ha in each case). 
Flowering and fruitingfactor controlling flowering is the length of day. 

There are indeterminate and occur during the short days of the year. 
to 5000 kg/ha have been obtained in

determinate varieties. Yields of 4000 
in 115 to 130 days (4).

Puerto Rico using determinate varieties that mature 
grown. Using improved varieties total

In Haiti, indeterminate varieties are 
yields of 2000 kg/ha have been obtained in three pickings from a 7.5 months 

crop (15). 

can fix rather large amountsNo fertilizer in usually needed. Pigeonpeas 
of atmospheric nitrogen. Furthermore, its deep root system allows for tapping 

nutrients at lower depths (4). 

Sweetpotatoes: Sweetpotato vines could be planted at any time of the 
seasonyear, although for some varieties the best planting is January (15). 

100 cm between rows. An application of 1760The best planting distance is 
two weeks after planting iskg/ha of a 6-6-12 fertilizer, in bands, 


advisable. Irrigation should be gauged to supplement rain up to the
 

equivalent of 3 cm/week probably at 15-day intervals. In Haiti, yields of 

3000 to 5000 kg/ha are possible (15). In Puerto Rico, higher yields from the 

white-fleshed and the yellow-fleshed varieties, under irrigation and high 

levels of technology have been obtained (2). 

to be the world's best livingSugarcane: Sugarcane is considered 
More than any other plant, the sugarcane hascollector of solar energy. 

asperfected the art of converting sunlight to chemical energy and storing it 

sugar and fiber. Temperature and light favor sugarcane growth in the Dubreuil 

The ideal climate for sugarcane includes a long, warm growingProject Area. 
season and a fairly dry, sunny and somewhat cool ripening-harvesting season. 
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Some 	of these conditions prevail at Dubreuil; others, like moisture supply can
 
be modified. The soils of the area can be used advantageously -for sugarcane. 
Water is an essential factor for sugarcane production. Under conditions in 
Puerto Rico, the mean consumptive use of water by a sugarcane crop is 
0.41 	cm/day (6). The water requirements for a 12 months cane crop will be some 
152 cm. Experiments in Puerto Rico have shown significant differences in 
sugarcane yields between plots frequently irrigated and less frequently 
irrigated are shown in the following tabulation (16): 

Irrigation 	 Cane yields, mt/ha 

Frequently irrigated 165 
(up to 1 month prior to harvest) 

Irrigations up to 5 months 134 
prior to harvest
 

Planting distances should range from 1 to 1.35 m. The direction of the 
furrows should facilitate drainage and irrigation. Sugar yields can be 

tabulation:dramatically affected by weed competition as shown in the following 

Treatment 	 Sugar yields t/ha 

No weed control 	 0.6 

Weed 	 control during spring 3.0 

Weed 	control since 
harvesting previous crop 4.1
 

Other Potential Crops
 

Plantains: Plantains are a valuable crop in the Caribbean. In Puerto 
Rico 	plantains are grown in soiLe 10,000 ha. The value of production per year
 

from $17 million in 1978 to $40 million in 1982. Plantains are a useful
rose 

food crop in the tropics and can be cooked in a variety of ways. They are
 
adaptable to small farms and can be planted throughout the year. This
 
provides for a continuous flow of cash during the year even on small farms. 

canUsing appropriate technology, including nematode control, plantains 

produce two or more heavy crops without replanting (3).
 

Plantains require deep, porous, well-drained soils preferably of high 
Rainfall should exceed 1800 m and should be well distributed.fertility. 


Otherwise, irrigation is needed.
 

.. ld be selected from specimens producing more than 40Planting material sh 
Deepfruits/bunch. With some varieties, 80,000 fruits/ha can be harvested. 

soils do not require any preparation other than making the planting holes and 

weeding. 
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important item for successful production is the preparation of the
one 
should be
 

corms used as planting material. Necrotic and reddish dotted areas 

cut off the corms. Roots should be eliminated, then the corms should be 

in a 70%Nemagon or Fumazone solution, at the rate of 5 pints in 100
submerged 

in 50 gal. of water for 5gal. of water or Furadan 4F at the rate of 1/4 gal. 
minutes.
 

the corms should be classified into three sizesAfter suberization, 
(large, medium, small). If they are mixed, th- plants emerging from large 

seeds will grow quicker and compete to advantage with those from smaller 

The size of the hole should be proportional to the size of the corm. corms. 
to make wide and deep holes to plant a 1 to 2 kg corm.It is not necessary 

After germination, 1/4 kg of a 10-5-20 fertilizer should be applied per 

plant followed by an equal amount at 4 months intervals, i.e., at 5 or 6 and 

It is important to apply all the fertilizer prior to10 months of age. 
The first fertilizer application should be distributed evenlyblooming. 

around the pseudostem but subsequent ones should be broadcasted covering the 

from the stem to the extent of the leaf canopy. Every twoperipheric area 
should be applied.weeks, 7.5 cm of water 

to 14 months after planting. Bunches could beHarvesting begins around 12 
90 to 120 days after flowering.harvested between 

sandy deep soil. It producesCassava: Cassava requires light loamy or 
it shouldbetter with abundant, well-distributed rainfall. In samiarid areas, 


(stem cuttings) should be planted
be irrigated. In dry places, "seeds" 

horizontally; in humid places, vertical~ly or inclined. Planting distances
 

should be about 1 m x 1 m for a population density of 10,000 plants/ha. In
 

heavy soils under irrigation "seeds" should be planted in banks. From 300 to
 

400 kg/ha of a 5-5-10 fertilizer should be applied one month after planting
 
In heavy soils, irrigation should be used toand again, three months later. 


supplement rainfall up to an equivalent of 2.5 cn/week. Cassava could be
 

harvested beginning at the 8th month. Yields are usually from 10000 to 15000
 

and even 30000 kg/ha (4,26).
 

Cowoeas: The cowpea is a versatile legume with a wide range of 
It is a short cycle crop (60-90 days)
adaptability to diverse conditions. 

that can be grown the year round. Like the soybean and the pigeonpea, it can 

fix quickly rather large amounts of atmospheric nitrogen and is compatible 

with many crops in an intercropping system. The Tlexas A&M/Haiti team have 
(58 ran of water)grown cowpeas successfully at Damien with four irrigations 

during the growing cycle and insect control at two-week intervals. No major
 

disease problems occurred. Yields ranging between 2000 to 3000 kg/ha were
 

obtained (14).
 

Soybeans: Soybeans offer considerable potential for the Les Cayes 
that If properly inoculated with Rhizobium japonicumPlains. They are legumes 

can fix sizeable amounts of atmospheric nitrogen. Their growth cycle is saort 
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and two crops can be obtained/year. Under conditions in Puerto Rico high
yields have been obtained under irrigation and using appropriate technology. 

the total number of nodule andIn a recent experiment in Puerto Rico (11), 

nodule dry weight/plants at 32 and 98 days after planting were three times
 
larger under irrigation when compared to dry conditions. This indicates that
 
to obtain effective soybean nodulation in the tropics, a high quality
 

is at critical levels.inoculant will not suffice if soil moisture 
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Table Al. Costs and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - Maiz 

One season 

Revenue Yield kg/ha 
Traditional Modern 

$ Value of crop/ha 
Traditional Modern 

(Rain Fed) (Irrigated) (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Maiz at $.20/ha 1100 4000 $220 $800 

EKpenses Traditional, without Irrigation Modern Irrigated
 

Soil preparation $ 63 (105 man days) $80 (133 m/days) 
Seed 5 10 
Planting 14 ( 23 man days) 15 ( 25 m/days) 
Cultivation or weeding 53 ( 88 man days) 70 (117 m/days) 
Irrigation -- 15
 
Insecticide 10 22 
Fertilizer -- 70
 
Harvest 10 ( 17 man days) 25 ( 42 m/days) 

Total Expenses $152 $307 

Gross profit/ha Traditional, without Irrigation Modern Irrigated
 

Revenue 220 800
 
Eqpenses 152 307 

Profit $ 68 $493 

Potential $ increase by accepting Modern practices = $425/ha or a twelvefold 
increase in profits from a 260% increase in yield. 
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Table A2. Costs and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - Black Beans 

One season 

Revenue Yield kg/ha $ Value of Crop/ha 
Traditional Modern Trdiional modern 
(Rain Fed) (Irrigated) (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Black Beans at $.70/kg 340 1200 $238 $1050
 

Expenses Traditional, without Irrigation Modern Irrigated 

Soil preparation $ 53 ( 88 man days) $80 (133 m/days)
 
Seed 22 40
 
Planting 15 ( 25 man days) 25 ( 42 m/days)
 
Cultivation or weeding 35 ( 58 man days) 45 ( 75 m/days)
 
Irrigation -- 15
 
Insecticide 16 30
 
Fertilizer 50 70
 
Harvest 16 ( 27 man days) 32 ( 53 m/days)
 

$207 $337
 

Gross profit/ba Traditional, without Irrigation Modern Irrigated
 

Revenue 238 $1050
 
Epenses 207 337
 

Profit $ 31 $ 713 

Potential $ increase by accepting Modern practices = $640/ha. 
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Table A3. Costs and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project (with irrigation) 

Crop - Rice 

One season 

Revenue Yield kg/ha 
Traditional Modern 

$ Value of crop/ha 
Traditional Modern 

(Rain Fed) (Irrigated, (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Bough Rice at $.38/kg 1200 4000 $456 $1520 

Expenses Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated 

Seed bed $ 35 ( 58 man days) $69 (115 m/days) 
Soil preparation 100 (167 man days) 247 (412 m/days) 
Transplanting 50 ( 83 man days) 58 ( 97 m/days) 
Weeding 40 ( 67 man days) 60 (100 m/days) 
Irrigation 45 78 
Insecticide 5 5 
Raticide 1 1 

115
Fertilizer 75 

Harvest and transport 50 ( 83 man days) 80 (133 m/days)
 

$401 $713
 

Gross profit/ba Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated
 

Revenue $456 $1520 
Eqenses 401 713 

Profit $ 55 $ 807
 

Potential $ increase by accepting Modern practices = $752/ha. 
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Table A4. Costs and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - Sorghum 

One season 

Revenue Yield kg/ha $ Value of crop/ha 
Tradition Modern Traditional Modern 
(Rain Fed) (Irrigated) (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Sorghum at $.28/kg 750 3000 $210 $ 840 

Expenses Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irriqated 

Soil preparation $ 45 ( 75 man days) $ 60 (100 m/days)
 
Seed 1 4
 
Planting 14 ( 23 man days) 15 ( 25 m/days)
 
Cultivation or weeding 16 ( 27 man days) 50 ( 83 m/days)
 
Irrigation -- 15
 
Insecticide -- 22
 

40
Fertilizer --

Harvest 15 ( 25 man days) 25 ( 42 m/days) 
Post harvest 9 20 

$100 $351
 

Gross profit/ha Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated 

Revenue $210 $840
 
Eqpenses 100 351 

$489
Profit $110 
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Table A5. Oosts and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - Tobacco 

One season
 

$ Value of crevenue Yield kg/ha 
mdern, Witho't Irrigation Modern, without Irrigation 

Tobabo at $2.64/kg $ 1200 $3168 

Expenses Modern 

Soil preparation Seed bed and field 200 man days at $120 
200Seed 


Transplanting 125 man days at 75
 
Cultivation or weeding 333 man days at 200
 

20Irrigation 
105Insecticide 
420
Fertilizer 


Harvest 783 man days at 470
 
220Post harvest and transport 

Total Ebpenses $1830 

Modern, without Irrigation
Gross profit/ha 


$3168
Revenue 

1830
Epenses 

$1338Profit 
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Table A6. Costs and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - aiz and Beans 

One season 

Revenue Yield kg/ha $ Value of crop/ha
TraditIoiI Modern Traditional Modern 
(Rain Fed) (Irrigated) (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Maiz at $.20/kg 1300 4200 $260 $ 840
 
Red or Black Beans at $.70/kg 200 800 140 560 

400 1400
 

Expenses Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated 

Soil preparation 62 (103 man days) $85 (142 nVdays)
 
Seed 30 57
 
Planting 15 ( 25 man days) 17 ( 28 m/days)
 
Cultivation or weeding 37 ( 62 man days) 70 (117 m/days)
 
Irrigation -- 15
 
Insecticide 12 35
 
Fertilizer -- 70
 
Harvest 26 ( 43 man days) 37 ( 62 m/days)

Post harvest 11 ( 18 man days) 17 ( 28 m/days)
 

Ttal Expenses $193 $ 403 

Gross profit/ha Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated 

Revenue 400 $1400
 
Eqpenses 193 403
 

Profit $207 $ 997
 

Potential increase by accepting modern pract.ices = $846/ha. 
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Table A7. Costs and Rturns/ha Traditional &Modern Practicec 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - Black and ned Beans Cassava and Swetpotato 

One Full year 

Revenue Yield kg/ha $ Value of crop/ha
TraditIm- Modern Traditional Modern 
(Rain Fed) (Irrigated) (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Black & Red Beans at $.70/kg 300 $210
750 $ 525

Cassava at $.09/kg 2000 6000 180 540
Sweetpotato at $.18/kg 2200 5300 396 954 

Total RBvenue $786 $2019 

Dqienses Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated 

Soil preparation $ 80 (133 man days) $120 (200 m/days)
Seed 100 
 130

Planting 40 ( 67 man days) 60 (100 /days)
Cultivation or weeding 60 (100 man days) 112 (187 m/days)
Irrigation -- 25
 
Insecticide -- 10 
Fertilizer --
 70

Harvest 30 ( 50 man days) 50 ( 83 /days)
Post harvest 9 ( 15 man days) 14 ( 23 m/days) 

Total Epenses $319 $591 

Gross profit/ha Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Irrigated 

Revenue $786 
 $2019
 
Expenses 319 591 

Profit $467 
 $1428
 

Potential increase by accepting modern practices = $961/ha or 190% increase in 
gross profit/ha. 
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Table AS. Costs and Returns/ha Traditional &Modern Practices 
(1982 Prices) Dubreuil Project 

Crop - Maiz, Black Beanr, Cassava &Sweetpotato 

One year 

$ Value of crop/haRevenue Yield kg/ha 
TraditIo-I Modern Trdiional Modern 
(Rain Fed) (Irrigated) (Rain Fed) (Irrigated) 

Maiz at $.20/kg 485 1000 97 200 
Black Beans at $.70/kg 185 500 130 350 

54 360Cassava at $.09/kg 595 4000 

Sweetpotato at $.18/kg 540 4300 97 774
 

Total Revenue $378 $1684
 

Expenses Traditional, without Irrigation Mode.rn, Irrigated
 

Soil preparation $ 80 (133 man days) $104 (173 n/days) 
25Seed 10 


Planting 40 ( 67 man days) 60 (100 m/days)
 
Cultivation or weeding 22 ( 37 man days) 40 ( 67 m/days)
 
Irrigation -- 25
 

20Insecticide --

70
Fertilizer --

Harvest 51 ( 85 man days) 73 (122 mdays) 
Post harvest 70 (117 man days) 105 (175 m/days) 

Total Expenses $273 $552
 

Gross profit/ha Traditional, without Irrigation Modern, Trrigated 

$1684
Revenue $378 

552
Enses 273 


Profit $105 $1132 

Potential increase by accepting modern practices - $1027/ha. 

( 
\u~ 



C. SUGGESTED SCOPE OF WORK FOR IRRIGATION SECTOR ASSESSMENT
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C. S"GlED SWPE OF WORK FOR IRRIGATION SEMOR ASSESSMENT 

The scope of work for the Irrigation Sector Assessment team proposed for 
the summer of 1984 will generally be an updating and extension of the current 
evaluation. Assistance in developing the expertise and capat ility for 
operation and maintenance of the existing irrigation systens in Haiti appears 

to be one of the areas that should receive special consideration and perhaps 

be emphasized during the assessment. Specific activities will include the 
following: 

1) Review of Dubreuil project to determine progress during past year on 
the construction, evaluate the operation of phase I and the on
farm water aspects of this completed project and the effectiveness of 

the water user organizations. 

2) 	 Collect and analyze all available data on water use and increased 
yields as a result of the project phase I along with rate of 
acceptance of high technology by the farmers. 

3) 	 To establish a comparative framework for progress in this sector, 
review status of other projects involving irrigation, financed by GOH 
or other donors and their plans for the future. This should include, 
but not necessarily be limited to ODVA, DRIPP, ODN, PYD's, ODGP, ODN, 

tIEV, PV3S etc. 

4) Overall assessment of current irrigation and potential for further 
development and contribution of irrigation to agricultural sector. 

5) Review of current laws and regulations and/or legislation regarding 
water use and its impact on irrigation development, procedures for 
forming water users associations, and possible fee schedules 
necessary to meet the recurring costs of system maintenance. 

6) Suggest appropriate institutions, either existing or to be created, 
to be responsible for irrigation development in Haiti including 

Lor fee collections and maintenance funds,institutional arrangements 

accounting, and budgeting.
 

7) 	 Develop alternative development options and investment strategies for 
AID in irrigation. 
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The team would consist of the following French speaking U.S. professionals: 

-- ioneIrrigation Engineer 

-- One Ag Ecno ist experienced in Farm budgets and project 
cost/benefit analysis 

-- ~One Institutions and water user Association Specialist.water 

These could be supplemnted by a qualified Haitian Ag Bonomist and 
Haitian Agronomist. 


